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Introduction and mi—irj

Heavy-ion beams, as generated by Van de Graaff accelerators or cyclotrons,
form an excellent means for

the investigation of nuclear states with a high

angular nDinentum, in particular if the formation process is

fusion-evaporation.

In this type of reaction only a small amount of (kinetic) energy and angular
momentum is carried away by the emission of a few light particles

(protons,

neutrons and/or alpha-particles), while the emission process takes place on a
time scale which is long enough for the compound nucleus to have reached a state
of equilibrium. In this way, a highly excited final nucleus will result, in a
state with high angular nnmentum which will preferentially be oriented

perpen-

dicular to the beam direction. For light nuclei, the investigation of the gamniadecay of such states is a well-known technique for the study of these high-spin
s t a t e s . Bar the heavier nuclei (e.g. in the rare-earth region) a rapid increase
in the use of this kind of technique for the investigation of high-spin states
is

apparent.

Whereas the structure of

understood in terms of

light

nuclei

can be reasonably well

the shell model, the heavier ruclei mostly exhibit a

collective structure, reflected e.g. in the rotational character of the states
in these ruclei. In the last few years investigation of the high-spin states of
these rotational nuclei has concentrated on the irregularities in this r o t a t i o nal structure, notably the phenomenon which has been called "backbending". This
effect (observed in some nuclei) has been named after the "bending back" of the
curve obtained by plotting
square of

the moment of inertia of

the rotational frequency.

the nucleus versus the

It i s caused by a sudden change in the

nrnnent of inertia. This abrupt change in a quantity which would be expected to
be constant or at most smoothly varying can be explained by the alignment of the
angular momentum of one of mare particles with the axis of rotation. Chapter 1
describes two gamma-gamma coincidence experiments on neighbouring nuclei which
clearly exhibit this phenomenon. The f i r s t experiment, performed with the cyclotron at the KVI in Groningen, is an investigation of

167

Hf and

168

Hf, whereas in

the second experiment, performed at the cyclotron facility of the university of
Lauvain at Lauvain-la-Neuve, 17OW and

171

W have been investigated.

Cranked shell-model calculations describe the even-even ruclei !g8Hf and
i70

W reasonably WPII, both with respect to the backbending frequencies and the

aligned angular momentum gains. R>r the odd-N iuclei, the calculations correctly
predict the absence of backbending at the same rotational frequencies as for the

\

even-even nuclei die to Pauli blocking, and the alignment gains occurring at
somewhat higher rotational energies.
Besides in the behaviour of rotational nuclei at these high rotational
frequencies there is a large interest in what happens at even higher arigular
momentum where the density of states becomes that high that discrete transitions
can no longer be resolved. The experiments are much hampered by the fact that at
these high excitation energies -y-decay is expected to proceed through a large
number of parallel cascades giving rise to many weak transitions, which cannot
be resolved experimentally. Moreover, these weak transitions are superposed on a
large background of Compton-scattered events. ïbr a first-order correction of
this background, a procedure has been worked out which is of a purely statistical nature 1 ) . Chapter 2 describes a new method for the correction of the data,
which takes the experimental origin of the background into account.
In chapter 3 an entirely different region of interest is described, namely
low-spin states in the light nuclei around A = 26. As has been mentioned before,
shell-model calculations give a reasonable description of light nuclei. Lately
interest has focussed on 26^1 because a wealth of experimental data is available
for this nucleus and an extensive comparison with calculations is therefore
possible. In spite of the abundance of data, some experimental information is
still lacking, however, especially at somewhat higher excitation energies (above
6 MeV excitation energy, approximately). Chapter 3 describes an investigation of
its iso baric neighbour ^<>Mg, which provides direct information on the T = 1
analogue states in ^6AL. A single particle (d,p) transfer reaction was performed
with the van de Graaff tandem accelerator in Utrecht at E^ = 14 MeV. This type
of reaction is a sensitive tool to discriminate between possible spins and
parities of the final states of the nucleus formed. Spectroscopie factors could
be determined for many levels up to an excitation energy of 8 MeV. Moreover,
several new spin assignments could be made in the region between 6 and 8 MeV
excitation energy. The experimentally determined spectroscopie factors were
compared with results from shell-model calculations in the full s-d shell and
thus form a detailed test of the wave functions used.

;

Although some people would not agree, it could be argued that computers, or
rather the software that runs on them, can be as valuable a tool for niclear
physics as the experimental hardware (like detectors and electronics). The
correction program described in Chapter 2 is a nice example of such a software
tool. Although several other programs were used in the analysis of the y-y
coincidence data, most do not merit an extensive treatment. Two utilities which

\

were used in all these programs, are described in some detail in the appendices,
however, since they are general enough to be of interest to anyone designing a
complicated data-analysis program. They comprise a general-purpose input processor used as an interface to the user, and the milti-processing package which
allowed the different analysis programs to communicate with each other and to
share a comnon database.
Chapters 1 and 2 of this thesis have been published in Nuclear Physics and
Nuclear

Instruments

and Methods, respectively, while

appendix

1 will

be

published in Software - Practice and Experience.

The work in this thesis was performed as part of the research programme of
the "Stichting voor Hindamenteel Onderzoek der Ifeterie" (FOM) with financial
support from the "Nederlandse Organisatie voor Jïiiver-Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek
(ZWO).

1) 0. Andersen et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 43 (1979) 687.
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1 MSODUCTION
It is well understood by now that a relatively large amount of angular
momentum can be generated by the alignment of the angular momenta of a pair of
nucleons along the axis of rotation. Nmcleons moving in high-spin orbitals near
the Fermi surface are most easily aligned under the influence of the Cbriolis
force acting on them in the rotating deformed field. In the case of collective
rotation, such alignments cause the nuclear feature known as 'backbending'. The
phenomenon of backbending is particularly well studied in the region of the

\

rare-earth nuclei where i j V 2 neutrons and hjj/2 protons move close to the Fermi
surface. A second backbending has been observed at angular momenta around 28 in
158

1

Er [ref.

160

)],

2

Yb [ref.

156

)] and

Er [ref. *•)]. The present vork focusses

8

on the heavier rare-earth nuclei ^ Hf and 17OW in order to investigate which
nuclear

orbitals

dominate

the

rotational

structure

at

various

rotational

frequencies.
The N = 96 isotones
%

16/f

Er,

166

Yb and

170

W a l l display a sharp backbending

+

around J

= 14 , but no second discontinuity has been reported so far because

high-spin states are only known upto J11 = 20+ in
[refs.

8

168

Hf

[refs. 5 " 7 )]

and

170

W

» 9 ) ] . Information on the nature of rotational bands and backbending in

even njclei is often revealed by the behaviour of the adjacent odd-mass nuclei.
167

Hf only extended up to J11 = 37/2+ [refs.

However, the known level scheme in
7

10

> )] and in

169

%

+

Hf up to J

= 41/2
69

n

[ref.

) ] , whereas no rotational bands had

i7

so far been established in * W and

^W. Therefore experimental data on some of

these odd—N nuclei were also obtained in the course of the present work.
With increasing rotational frequency many close-lying states are excited in
the so-called

'quasi-continuum'. Although the decay of these states cannot be

associated with separable peaks in the y-ray spectra i t is of great interest to
search

for

proposed

correlations

12,13)

in

the decay patterns.

isolate

t0

energy-correlated

Recently a method has been

y-rays

from

a

background

of

uncorrelated events in an experiment using two or more detectors in coincidence.
It

was shown *"*) that

the measured y—y correlation

exhibit a central valley in the E -E
valley

can

be associated

with

the

patterns

for

Er nuclei

intensity matrix. The width of

dynamical

moment of

inertia,

and

this
the

variations therein as a function of rotational frequency may be indicative for
crossing

of

rotational

bands,

alignment

effects,

or

for

changes

in

the

superfluidity of the nucleus.
In the present work an attempt has been made to extend the information
about the rotational behaviour of
energy

correlations.

The use

spectrometers

considerably

coincidences,

thus

168

Hf and

of

two

enhanced

reducing

the

the

170

W employing the method of y-y

large-solid-angle
nimber

influence

of

of
the

Compton-suppression

full-energy

(photopeak)

background

subtraction

techniques as discussed in sect. 2. Mjreover, the reduced Compton background did
also improve the coincidence data on the discrete part of the y-ray spectra. The
experimental

results,

both on the

discrete

and quasi-continuous

data,

are

presented in sect. 3 .
It has previously been shown 15»16) t h a t „ith the cranked shell nodel, i t

\

is

possible to calculate the energies of the quasi-particle orbitals in the

rotating

frame

calculations
rotational

(routhians)

predict
bands, at

as

which

a

function

quasi-particle

which frequencies

of

rotational

configurations

different

frequency.

The

constitute

the

bands will cross,

and the

amount of aligned angular momentum gained with each crossing. A discussion of
both the experimental and theoretical results is given in sect. 4. Part of the
results on 167,168^ ^ g ^>een published in brief reports before

17>18

).

2 EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES AND DATA ANALYSIS

2 . 1 Gasna-gaama c o i n c i d e n c e neasureaents

Detailed

spectroscopie

studies

of

high-spin

states

in

heavy

nuclei

generally are hampered by the low intensity of the decay -y-rays from the levels
with

the

highest

spins.

This

is

especially

true

in

the

so-called

'quasi-

continuous' region of the rucleus where the radiative cooling proceeds through a
large number of parallel cascades giving rise to many unresolved transitions.
The use of

Cbmpton-suppression spectrometers

investigation

of

these high-spin

states.

(CSS) aids considerably in

the

Because background due to Oompton

scattering is removed to a large extent, weak discrete transitions will show up

Table 1
The relative numbers of Che three types of coincident events for
different detector systems: bare Ce detectors, large volume Nal
crystals and Coupton-suppresslon spectrometers are compared

Ge x Ge

peak-to-total ratio of a
single detector
peak-peak coincidences
peak-Coapton coincidences
Compton-Compton coincidences

\

Nal

X

Hal

CSS

X

CSS

15 X

40 X

60 X

2 X

16 X

2 x 13 X

2 x 24 X
36 X

36 X
2 x 24 X
16 X

72 X

\

more clearly in the spectra. Moreover the large peak-to-total efficiency ratio
of

a

Cbmpton-suppression

spectrometer

is

advantageous

for

the

study

of

unresolved transitions. Since the peak-to-total ratio of such spectrometers i s
about

60 %, in a coincidence experiment

36 % of

the recorded events will

correspond to photo peak-photo peak coincidences, a number which i s to be compared
with the roughly 2 % in an experiment involving two bare germanium detectors
(see

table

1). This order of magnitude improvement both results

straightforward

analysis of

in a mjre

the discrete transitions and in correlation

data

less prone to systematic errors introduced by correction methods. A drawback of
the use of Compton-suppression spectrometers is the relatively large number of
photopeak-Gompton events (about 48 %), especially when compared to the 16 %
Cbmpton-Compton events which are wore or less randomly distributed in the twodimensional E

xE

plane and therefore do not contribute nuch to a distortion

of the data. The photopeak-Gompton events, however, will show up clearly in the
data and some care nust be taken in the interpretation of the data. It has been
shown

19

) that, because of sufficient

lead shielding in front of the detector

system, cascade suppression of photo peak events i s negligible.
For

the

tungsten

155Gd(20Ne)Xn)175^xw

isotopes,

reaction.

y—y coincidences

A self-supporting

(enriched Co 92 %) was bombarded by the 110 MéV

were

target

measured

of

in

6 mg/cm2

the
l55Gd

20

Ne beam from the CYCLONE

cyclotron in Ifluvain-la-Neuve. At this beam energy mainly

the 4n and 5n exit

channels are open, leading to I'ty and ^70W, respectively. The use of a pulsed
internal heavy-ion source implied a reduction of the (electrical) beam current
to about 15 nA in order to limit the average counting rate in the detectors to 8
kHz (equivalent

to an approximate 32 kHz in on-beam periods). The beam was

stopped in a Pb plate located 23 cm behind the target to minimize background
radiation. The y-rays resulting from the reaction were detected in two similar
Cbmpton-suppression spectrometers placed at +90* and -90* with respect to the
beam direction
detector

(see fig.

1). A 90 cm3 HPGe detector

and a 90 cm3 Gamma-X

served as central detectors. The twin anti-coincidence shields each

consist of 0 30 x 35 cm quadruple Nal(Tl) crystals as described by Aarts et a l .
I9).

Both

spectrometers

sustended

a

solid

angle of

120 msr.

An average

suppression factor of 10 was obtained. Fast standard electronics «ere used to
create events consisting of the two energy signals from the Compton-suppression
spectrometers and the time difference between, the energy signals. In addition, a
hardware gate was put on the signal resulting fron the time difference between
the pulsed heavy-ion source of the cyclotron and one of the y-ray detectors, in

\

Flg.l. Schematic drawing of the experimental set-up used In the YTf coincidence experiment at
Louvaln-la-Neuve. the two Identical Conpton-auppresslon shields both have a solid angle of 120 osr
at closest distance to the target, which Is then located 10 en fro« the central detectors.

this way decreasing the number of random events. ïhe true to random ratio was
better than 5. The three-parameter events (E , E^» At) were written event by
event on magnetic tape by a PDP 11/34 computer for off-line analysis. During the
experiment, singles and some coincidence spectra were accumulated for monitoring
purposes. The total number of correlated events collected in the experiment

\

amounted to roughly 1.4 million.
For

the hafnium

isotopes a self-supporting

3 mg/cm2

159

Tb target was

bombarded with 95 MaV ^N ions from the cyclotron at the KVI in Groningen. At
this beam energy mainly the 5n and 6n channels leading to

168

Hf and

16

^Hf are

open. The y-rays were detected in tv» Cbmpton-suppression spectrometers, both
placed a t 90° with respect to the beam-axis. One spectrometer consisted of a 0
30 x 35 cm Nal(Tl) anti-coincidence shield with a 90 cm3 HPGe detector as
central detector, the other of a 110 cm3 Ge(Li) detector surrounded by a 0 25 x
23 cm Nal(Tl) c r y s t a l . The solid angles of the systems were 120 msr and 50 msr,
respectively. An e l e c t r i c a l beam current of 2 nA led to counting r a t e s of about
10 kHz in the central detectors and 320 kHz in the Nal s h i e l d s . The average
suppression obtained in t h i s experiment also was about 10. Paraffine and lead
were used to shield the spectrometers from neutrons and y-rays produced in the
beam stop situated 3 m downstream from the t a r g e t . About 2 million (E , EL,,
At) events were registered on tape by a PDP 15 computer for o f f - l i n e a n a l y s i s .

2.2 Analysis of the gi—n-ga—a correlation data.
For the off-line analysis of the y-y correlation data a flexible n u l t i process package, CMS, was written in the high-level language Pascal 20). from
the events collected In the experiment two-dimensional y—y coincidence matrices
were constructed,

the contents of each matrix element corresponding to the

number of coincidences between the two associated y-ray energies. R>r the Hf
data, the matrix measured 2048 x 2048 channels with a dispersion of 1.06 keV/ch,
whereas for the W data a 1024 x 1024 matrix with a dispersion of 1.32 keV/ch was
constructed. Both matrices were corrected for random coincidences. The matrices
were symmetrized in order to enhance the visual appearance of global structures
(e.g.

the central

'valley')

and to simplify

the analysis of

the discrete

transitions. Erom the matrices, spectra consisting of events coincident with
discrete transitions can easily be constructed by projecting an appropriate
number of rows (or columns) onto the corresponding axis. These spectra were
corrected for background contributions in the gates in the conventional way
(e.g. by subtracting a weighted spectrum resulting from a background gate near
the transition from the spectrum coincident with the discrete transition).
Events that involve Cbmpton-scattered y-rays can (partly) be removed by a
correction method proposed by Andersen et a l . 12»13). The method hinge; on the
assumption that the probability of obtaining an event at energies ( E J , E-) in

10

\

the two-dimensional plane of coincidences in f i r s t order i s given by (E^ N i k x
E^t Nk'jJ/^y^t

Nj^») 2 , where N^j represents the number of events actually

observed. The number of non photopeak-photopeak events Njv therefore will be
the product of this probability and the t o t a l contents of the matrix E ^ i N^i .
Again in f i r s t order, the number of photopeak-photopeak coincidences i s then
given by N j | ' - N^j - JQy A better estimate of the number of non photopeakphotopeak events can now be obtained by subtracting the first-order result of
the

photopeak-photopeak

coincidences

from

the original

matrix.

Repeatedly

applying the method leads to an iterative procedure in which the step n •* n+1
reads:

M(n+1)

;.(n)

k

ik

Ik

k,

kk'
The procedure, which was f i r s t proposed by Herskind

13

) , can be applied

u n t i l subsequent steps show no significant deviations anymore. 16 take into
account the fact that the first-order correction N ^ w i l l be too large because
in our analysis the number of photopeak-photopeak coincidences i s not small
compared to the t o t a l number of events, this correction was replaced by
(1-p.pjNjLj,

where p

spectrometers (p

and p

are the peak-to-total efficiency r a t i o s for the

=s p = 0.60).

2.3 Excitation function experiment
Since in contrast to the Hf region, almost no information i s available on
the lighter W isotopes (especially the odd-N isotopes),
measurements were performed.

A self-supporting

(enriched to 92 %) was bombarded by the

target of

excitation-function
0.6 mg/cm2

155

Gd

20

Ne bean from CYCLONE at energies 100,

110, 120 and 130 MeV. The beam was stopped in a 0.5 mm Fb stopper mounted at the
backside of the target holder approximately 0.4 cm behind the target. A Comptonsuppression spectrometer with a 90 cm3 Gamma-X detector as central detector,
placed at 90* with respect to the beam direction, served to observe the -y-rays
from the reaction. Using standard electronics, singles spectra were accumulated
in runs of about three hours. The transitions in the nuclei of interest were
subsequently normalized relative to the t o t a l contents of the spectra, which
were assumed to reflect the t o t a l reaction cross section.

11

\

2.4 tagxlar distribution experioent

For the W isotopes gamma—ray angular distributions were measured, using a
20

Ne beam at an energy E(20Ne) = 110 MeV, at six angles evenly spaced in cos-fe

between 0° and 90°. A CSS in combination with a 90 cm3 Gamma-X detector was used
as ouving detector while a Ge(Li) detector positioned at a fixed angle of 135°
with respect to the beam direction served as monitor. The relative dead-time
loss o E the two detection systems was corrected for by feeding a pulser signal
into the preamplifiers of both germanium detectors and comparing the pulser peak
areas in the spectra. The eccentricity of the setup was measured with a

i52

Eu

source mounted at the position of the beam spot. By this correction, the angledependent absorption of the lead stopper was also taken into account.
Information ou the railtipolarity of the y-rays in the Hf isotopes was
deduced from a similar angular distribution experiment performed at the KVI. At
a beam energy of EC^N) = 92 MeV, spectra were recorded for five angles between
90° and 156° with respect to the beam direction, employing a 110 cm3 Ge(Li)
detector located at 15 cm from the target. Corrections, similar to those in the
W experiment, for the relative dead time of the detector systems and the
eccentricity, were applied.

3 BtPËRDCNTAL RESULTS

3.1 Discrete transitions in the tungsten isotopes

The total-coincident spectrum deduced from the y-y coincidence experiment
is shown in fig. 2a. The broad background hump is nost likely due to unresolved
quasi-continuum transitions because strong peaks at higher energies are absent
and thus no Compton background is expected in this region. Both ^7()W and another
rotational nucleus (171W, as will be discussed below) account for most of the
strong discrete transitions as is shown by the spectra of figs. 2b and 2c, with
gates set on all uncontaminated transitions in the respective nuclei. The yrast
band in 17°W has been proposed in previous unpublished work
22
with

21

) up to the J11 •>

level. The present coincidence data are in agreement with this level scheme,
the exception of

the sequence of

the 433 and

447 keV transitions.

Unfortunately, mainly due to poor statistics, no higher transitions could be

12

\

I

xiO

1

1—

110 MeV 2 0 Ne on 1 5 5 Gd
CSS x CSS
total coincident

519
6B7
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617

IR*

1 3?.
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531
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14*
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d
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EY(keV)

Fig. 2. Summary of the coincidence data on the nuclei

170

W and 1 7 1 W . Presented are (a) the total

coincident spectma; (b) the sum of spectra coincident with all uncontamlnated transitions in 1 7 0 W ;
(c) the sun of spectra coincident with all uncontaolnated transitions In the favoured band of 1 7 1 W ;
and (d) the ais of spectra coincident with all transitions In the assumed unfavoured band of 1 7 1 W
(see text). The known transitions are indicated by the spin of the Initial level. Note that the spin
assignments In1 7 l W depend on the spin value of the lowest level (13/2 + ), which Is mainly based on
the similarity with the odd Hf Isotope. See text.

13

\

Table 2a
Excitation energies and angular distribution coefficients in
E

x

(kev;>

E Y (keV)

2*

156.8 ± 0.2

156.8 ± 0.2

4*

462.4 ± 0.3
875.6 ± 0.3
1 363.5 ± 0.4

305.6 ± 0.2

6*

A

M
A4

èI

0

100

0.0984 0.09

97.6 ± J.0
104.0 4 1.0

413.2 ± 0.2

170

a)
-0.05 ± 0.02

0.12 ± 0.02

-0.02 ± 0.03

0.12 ± 0.02

.0*

1 901 .8 ± 0.4

538.3 ± 0.2

74 .6 ± 0 .7

0.11 ± 0.02

-0.03 ± 0.02
-0.02 ± 0.03

12*

2 464.9 ± 0.5

563.1 ± 0.3

42 .2 ± 0 .6

0.15 4 0.03

-0.04 4 0.04

14*

2 911 .7 ± 0.6

446.8 ± 0.3

0.16 ± 0.04

-0.06 ± 0..05

16*

3 344.6 ± 0.6

0.13 ± 0.04

0.00 ± 0.40

.8*

3 875 .4 ± 0.7

432.9 ± 0.2
530.8 ± 0 . 3

41.1 ± 0 .8
27 .4 ± 0 .5

20*

4 492.8 4 0.8
5 179,.8 ± 1.3

8.3 ± 0 .6

0.11 4 0.30

a)
0.04 ± 0.07

8*

22*

487.9 ± 0.2

617.4 ± 0.4
687.0 ± 1.0

a)

Heavily contamined transition.

observed. Angular distribution measurements a l l are consistent with stretched E2
transitions, as is shown in table 2a. The level sequence as presented in fig. 2b
is determined from the coincidence data and the observed y—ray intensities.
Since the other rotational band (see fig. 2c) could be assigned either to
169
W or 171W, or even to a tantalum isotope (through an xnp channel), excitation

Table 2b
Excitation energies and angular distribution coefficients in
E x (keV)

B

f

(keV)

A
A
0

no

b)

+ 3

A

171

V

2

.7/2*

212.6 ± 0.2

212.6

21/2*

556.3 ± 0.3

343.7 + 0.2

100

0.08 ± 0.02

25/2*

1 006.8 0.3
1 539.0 + 0.5

450.5 ± 0 .2

90 .5 ± 1.2

0.16 ± 0.02

-0..11 * 0.03
-0..04 ± 0.02
-0..05 0.02

532.2 ± 0 .3
589.3 ± 0 .2

59 .8 ± f.l

0.13 ± 0.3

-0..02 ± 0.05

623.8 ± 0.3

34.2 ± 1.1

0.09 ± 0. 10

-0..02 ± 0.05

20.0 ± 1.5

0.15 ± 0. 11

-0.07 ± 0.20

29/2*
33/2*
37/2*
41/2*
45/2*
a)

2 128.3 * 0.5
2 752.1 ± 0.6
3 394.5 ± 0.7
4 068.2 ± 0.7

0 .2

0.17 ± 0.02

a)

a)

642.4 ± 0 .3
673.7

0 .3

See table 2a.

Due to the large experimental error in AQ (17/2 •*- 13/2 ) we have normalised
all inccn*ities relative to the 21/2* ->• 17/2* transition.
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function measurements were undertaken. Ihe incident-energy dependence of the
sums of the 157, 306, 413, 488, 538, 563 and 433 keV transitions in 17OW and the
213, 344, 451, 589 and 642 keV transitions in the unknown mcleus are shown in
fig. 3, together with theoretical results. The theoretical excitation functions
for the 168,169,170,171W isotopes and the 168,169,l70Ta isotopes resulting from
reactions between a 155Gd target and a 20Ne beam were calculated using the
fusion evaporation program ALICE 2 2 ) . Standard (default) parameters for the
liquid-drop model were used, while no attempt was made to get a best fit to the
data. The comparison of fig. 3 clearly shows that the newly observed band
belongs to 171W. The tantalum isotopes are unlikely candidates because the
predicted cross sections are an order of magnitude too small to account for the
observed x~ray intensities. Note that the position of the theoretical curves

to
W U nfavour«d
I7OW

0.1
.

1/U

W

17OTa ƒ

0.01

90

I
100

169 Ta /

166 Ta

I
110

I
120

I
130

140

BEAM ENERGY (MeV)

Fig» 3. Theoretical and Measured excitation functions of the reaction 2 0 Ne + 1 5 5 Gd at several beam
energies.
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(which usually may

be shifted over several MeV) is established reasonably

accurately in this case when we compare the ^7"w excitation function with the
theoretical result. The analogous behaviour of the excitation function of the
third weakly populated rotational band observed in the coincidence data, with
transitions at 124.4, 261.7, 371.7, 456.6, 521.8, 551.9 and 570.1 keV leads us
to tentatively assign this band also to the

i7

*W isotope (see fig. 2d), although

no transition between the two bands has been identified. The coincidence data
establish the yrast band in

i7

*W up to the J11 = 41/2

level, if we assume that

the lowest transition observed corresponds to the 'band-head' transition 17/2 + •*
13/2 , an assumption based on the similarity in the energies as compared to the
odd-N Hf isotopes. Results of the angular distribution measurements given in
table 2b indicate the stretched E2 character of these transitions, supporting
the. level scheme presented in fig. 2c. We tentatively suggest that the thirc1
rotational band observed corresponds to the 'unfavoured' positive parity band in

3.2 Discrete transitions in the hafnium isotopes

The yrast band in l67Hf has been established in previous work 7»10) U p

to

the J11 = 37/2+ level, and tentatively up to J11 = 41/2+. The present coincidence
data in the Hf experiment support this level scheme (see fig. 4 ) . furthermore,
two additional transitions at 668 keV and 750 keV appear to be coincident with
all known transitions and with each other, and are therefore tentatively (in
order of decreasing intensity) placed on top of the yrast band. The coincidence
data furthermore confirm the existence of the 661 keV y-ray depopulating the
41/2+ level.
The yrast band in
71

backbend at J

168

Hf has been established 5 ~ 7 ) up to J11 = 20 + , with a

+

- 14 . Gamma-gamma coincidence results from the KVI experiment

are in agreement with these results (see fig. 4). The 570 keV decay y-ray from
the Jn

«

12 + state, which transition is free from contaminations due to

transitions in other nuclei resulting from the reaction, is used to select yrays from the higher levels (see fig 5 ) . The weak 463 and 530 keV peaks in this
spectrum also show up in coincidence with a 684 keV peak. They are, however,
absent in the spectra gated with the 453, 552 and 608 keV lines which do yield a
684 keV peak. The 463 and 530 keV transitions are further coincident with each
other and with the transitions below the J11 » 12 + level. The conclusion mist be

16

Fig. 4. Summary of the coincidence data on the mclel 1 6 7 Hf and 1 6 8 H f . aimed coincidence spectra
gated by selected transitions, together with partial level schemes, are presented. Relative y-ray
Intensities, corrected for internal conversion and angular distribution effects, are shown In
parentheses.

that the 684 keV line is an unresolved doublet: one member should be placed
together with the 463 and 530 keV transitions in the ground-state band above the
J71 - 12 + level, while the other should be positioned somewhere in the S-band
above the J11 » 20 + state. Forking is thus observed above the 12 + level in the
ground-state band. The spectrum gated with the 684 keV doublet also shows y-rays
with energies of 750 keV and 813 keV (see fig. 5 ) . Although the 750 keV gate is
heavily contaminated by a Y~ray of the same energy in
peaks

do

show that

they are

in cascade with

167

Hf, gates on these

the 608, 522 and

453 keV

transitions. A 874 keV y-ray is also shown to be present in this cascade. This
leads to four additional y-rays to be placed above the J11 - 20 + level as shown
in the

168

Hf decay scheme in fig. 4.

Data from the angular distribution measurements, presented in tables 3a and
3b, are consistent with stretched E2 transitions in both

17

167

Hf and

168

Hf. These

\

168,,

522
262

453 ,

371

GATE ON
570 keV

457

200

552
60S 684

124

0 -

(J
463

°

Cc

463 AND 530 keV

530

75

W^^

I O

684 AND 813 keV

©
75

11

O

S74

l 1

i

1

1

1

200

400

600

800

Ey(keV)

Fig. 5. Gamna-ganna coincidence spectra of

168

Hf. Ihe spectra are labeled with the y-energy of the

gate transition»

results, in combination with the y-ray intensities and the coincidence data,
lead to the level sequences given in fig. 4. Very recently new data on 168Hf
have been made available 3 3 ) , which confirm the level scheme as proposed in fig.
4. No higher spin-states in the S-band were reported, however.

3.3 Ihe quasi-continiua In the tungsten Isotopes
A contour plot of the low-energy part of the coincidence matrix is shown in
fig. 6. The ridges along the diagonal E yl - ^
^ich ^ e dearly delineated,
mainly originate from the low-lying discrete transitions in the two W isotopes.
The width of the central valley Is straightforwardly related to the second
derivative of the energy spectrum £(J) since, for AJ • 2 transitions,
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Table 3a
Excitation energies and angular distribution coefficients in
J*
2*
4*
6*
8*
10*
12*
14*
16*
.8*
20*
22*

24*
26*
28*

E (keV)
X

124.0 ± 0.2
385.7 ± 0.3
757.0 ± 0.3
1 213.7 ± 0.5
1 735.9 ± 0.6
2 306,.0 ± 0.7
2 857,.7 ± 0.8
3 310.,5 ± 1.0
3 832..7 ± 1.0
4 440.,4 ± 1.1
5 124.5 ± 1.2
5 874.7 ± 1.4
6 687.2 ± 1.7
7 561.2 ± 2.0

table 2a.

E.

r (keV)

A

2

A

168

Hf

4

124.0 ± 0.2

0.20 ± 0.02

-0.07 ± 0.03

261.7 ± 0 .2

0.22 ± 0.02

-0.04 ± 0.03
-0.06 ± 0.03

0 .2

0.21 ± 0.02

456.7 ± 0,.4

0.31 ± 0.03

-0.09 ± 0.03

522.2 ± 0,.3

0.20 ± 0.02

-0.05 ±0.03

570.1 ± 0..3

0.20 ± 0.02

-0.05 ± 0.03

5S1.5 ± 0..5

0.20 ± O.U}

-0.05 ±0.04

0.20 ± 0.02

-0.05 ± 0.03

371.3

b

453.0 ± 0..5
522.2 ± 0.,3

a

607.7 ± 0.,4

0.15 ± 0.08

-0.04 ± 0.12

684.1 ± 0.5

0.19 ± 0.11

-0.07 ± 0.17

750.2 ± 0.7

0.12 ± 0.18

-0.20 ± 0.30

I.0

0.23 ± 0.21

-0.12 ± 0.30

812.5 ±

874.0 ± 1.0

b)

Sum of 10*-<- 8* and 18*-* 16* transitions.

2[( £ ( J ) - 6 ( J - 2 ) ) / 2 ] a 2d£/dJ, and similarly, AEy(J) - 4 d 2 £ / d J 2 . This second
derivative is associated with the dynamical moment of inertia Jhlnd 0 ^ t * le
rotational bands by the equation 23) J ^ d » [ ( l / h 2 ) d 2 £ / J 2 ] ~ 1 . It thus appears
that the valley width 2AE (J) is a gx>d measure for Jgl^j» Therefore an

Table 3b
Excitation energies and angular distribution coefficients in
E x OceV)

E (keV)

*2

ls7

Hf

i

.7/2*

205.0 * 0.2

205.0 ± 0.2

0.34 ± 0.02

-0.07 * 0.03

21/2*

548.4 * 0.3

343.4 ± 0.2

0.27 ± 0.02

-0.04 ± 0.03

25/2*

1 007.6 ± 0.5

459.2 ± 0.4

0.26 ± 0.02

-0.01 * 0.03

29/2*

1 561.2 * 0.6

553.6 ± 0.4

0.26 ± 0.03

-0.06 ± 0.04

33/2*

2 188.6 ± 0.7
2 862.2 * 0.9

627.4 ± 0.3

0.24 ± 0.03

-0.03 ± 0.04

37/2*

673.6 ± 0.5

0.24 ± 0.04

-0.04 ± 0.06

41/2*

3 523.0 ± 1.1

0.13 ± 0.08

-0.01 ± 0.12

0.33 ± 0.02

+0.02 ± 0.30

45/2*

4 190.9 ± 1.3

660.8 ± 0.7
667.9 ± 0.7

49/2*

4 941.2 ± 1.5

750.2 ± 0.7

table 2a.
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CSSxCSS 110 MeV 20 Ne on 155Gd

45/2+
41/2+
600

500

400

if
300

200

200

Flg, 6. Cbuntour plot of the low^energy part of the s y n e t r l z e d Y"Y coincidence matrix of the
l55

20

Ne +

Gd reaction, corrected for random correlations. The discrete yrast-band transitions In the W

Isotopes are Indicated by the spin of the I n i t i a l l e v e l .

estimate for the band moment of Inertia for the tuclei 170,171JJ can nicely be
made, provided one carefully distinguishes the transitions in the respective
nuclei. This results in values for 2 3 tjnd''*'2 at low rotational frequencies (fiu
< 0.25 MeV) ranging from 60 to 80 MeV1 both for 170W and J-71W.
A similar reasoning applies to the quasi-contitwous region if the decay
proceeds mainly through rotational bands with roughly the same moment of
inertia. The yrast line may be composed, however, of parts of several different
crossing bands so that the decay will proceed along the 'envelope' or tangent to
those many crossing bands, defined by j ( g ^ - [(l/ft2)d2j/^/dJ 2 ]" 1 - li(d(d/dJ)"l.
Although i t is at present not obvious to what extent the valley width Is

20

\

believe that the
regular structures (the
determined by 0 b|^d a n d ^ env'
valleys) In the correlation matrices are indicative for a dominant contribution

Experimentally, an interpretation of the data In the high-energy part of
the matrix Is nuch harder than In the low-energy region. This Is partly due to
the use of the Cbmpton-suppresslon spectrometers, which results In a relatively
large number of photopeak-Cbmpton events (see sect. 2.1), appearing as
horizontal and vertical ridges in the coincidence matrix. Although the applied
correction method tends Go dlminuate them, they will s t i l l show up as spurious
peaks in aits through the matrix perpendicular to the diagonal E « E,
Therefore, care must be taken not to interpret these peaks as part of the
boundary ridges on both sides of the valley, nor as a sign for a significant
filling of the valley in Che case of a crossing of two of these Cbmpton ridges
on the diagonal. In spite of these remarks, the following conclusions may s t i l l
be drawn. Below hu = 0.30 MeV the filling of the valley can be ascribed to the
known backbend in 170W (see fig. 6). In the high-energy region two 'bridges'
situated on the main diagonal at energies B<>
i = 0.45 and hu> * 0.47 MeV clearly
stand out (see fig. 7). These intensities are not due to e.g. neutrons because
1
»

1000 _

1
-

1

*

•_

1

- •

• 1'

'l

a,
uf

.

900

•1 > "•
800

*

. •

«
1

a* <5Ïk_
<
1

8OO

<

4

1

900

-

•

«

~

i

1000

EY (keV)
Ftg. 7. Countour plot of the high-energy part of the y-y coincidence aatrlx of the 20Ne + 15sGd
reaction. Enhanced intensities in the valley at lu> 0.45 teV and ho » 0.47 JfeV are Indicated by the
cross hairs.
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Che strongest y-rays die to (n^'y) reactions on germanium and aluminium at E

=

692 and 1014 keV, respectively, are not observed in the coincidence spectra and
the matrix. The same applies to the Hf experiment.

l>9Oe

zi
l59

i>20
l4

l>e
r l68

Tb( N,xny)" ' Hf

95M«V

E^fteV)

Fig. 8. Cbuntour plot of the synaetrlzed y-y coincidence aatrlx of the ^N + 159Tb reaction,
corcectad for randoa correlations. Enhanced intcniltle* In the valley are Indicated by u . . u
(see also fig. 12). The discrete yrast-band transitions of the Hf Isotopes are narked by the spin of
the Initial level.
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3.4 The quasi-conttnuua for the hafnfa» isotopes
An estimate for the quantity 2 J ^ d / l i 2 , as deduced from the width of the
valley (see fig. 8), indicates that there exist roughly three distinct regions
with different 3 £|> d . In the low-energy region below ftu = 0.22 MeV, 2jj^> d /h 2
varies from 60 to 80 MJV""1 for 167Hf and 168Hf, a value which is deduced from
the discrete transition region, for higher energies one mist resort to the
indications of a valley due to quasi-continuous transitions (see fig. 8).
Although the quantitative determination of the valley width is not unambigous,
one may assign somewhat higher values of 95 to 120 MaV"1 to 2 3 ^id/h2
at
rotational frequencies ranging from hu) = 0.25 to 0.40 MeV, while in the highenergy region from nu = 0.50 to 0.65 ffeV 2 3 t l n d ^ 2 ^PV6*™ to practically
constant with a value of 140 MeV"1 (see fig. 13). The fillings of the valley at
Law energy, as shown in fig. 8, correspond to the known backbend in 168Hf at hu
= 0.26 MeV and to the upbend in 167Hf at too = 0.33 MeV (see also sect. 4). fore
'bridges' across the valley are found at fiu = 0.43 MsV and in the region between
0.50 and 0.55 MeV.

4 IOTEKPKEXATIOHS

As discussed by Bengtsson and frauendorf 15*16^ i t ^ s possible to deduce
the projection 1^ of the total angular momentum I on the axis of rotation x as a
function of the rotational frequency u> from the experimental energies Ej- of the
levels with spin 1 in a rotational band. The difference i x between the values of
1^ for members of one band and those of a reference configuration at the same u
then can be interpreted as the aligned angular noraentum of the states in
question. In our study, the reference configuration was determined from the Sband in the even-even nuclei *68Hf and 170W for the Hf and W isotopes,
respectively. The expression ^ » 3 <o +
J M3 + i^ was fitted to the
experimental data which correspond to frequencies far enough from any
backbending or upbending. The parameters J , J and t^ were obtained from f i t s
to the levels with spin 18+ < J11 < 28 + in 168Hf and 16+ < J" < 22+ in 170W. The
values thus obtained for 3Q and 5 were adopted in the odd-N nuclei and i^ was
determined from states with spin J u < 29/2+ and J11 < 31/2+ in the 'favoured' and
'unfavoured' members of the v 13 y 2 band, respectively, in 167Hf and 169Hf [ref.
and the states with J11 < 29/2 + in 171W. The resulting values for i x as a
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o 0.0

0.2
fiw(MeV)

0.4

Fig. 9. Plot of the allgment 1^ versus the rotational frequency fci> for the yrast band In 170W and
the favoured band In 171W. Ihe slightly negative values of i x obtained for 170W at low fiu are due to
the choice of the reference configuration as described In the text. Also Included are recent results
from Recht et a l . 26 ) on the favoured band in 169W.

function of w for these various bands are shown in figs. 9 and 10.
For the even-even nuclei 168Hf and 170W [ref. 21*)] the first backbending
occurs at spin 14+ (note that for the case of l68Hf both 14+ members of the two
interacting bands have been observed), corresponding to a band crossing at fiw "
260 and 250 keV, respectively. This results in a gain of the aligned angular
momentum i x of approximately 9.4 h and 10 t with respect to the chosen reference
configuration for 168Hf and 1'°W, respectively. There is no evidence for a

Fig. 10. Ai f i g . S for the yrast band of

l6B

Hf and the favoured v 1 3 / 2 band in

24

167

Hf and

l69

Hf

\

possible second backbending in the yrast band of l68Hf up to spin 28, in
contrast to the recently observed second bandcrossing in the lighter nuclei
156
Er, 158Er and 160Yb [refs. 1 ~ 1 *)]. An upbend is present In the favoured
positive parity band in 167Hf: at hw = 330 keV a sudden gain of about 5 h i s
observed with respect to the aligned angular momentum i^ of 5 ft exhibited by
this band for hu < 300 keV. The data on the bands of the same nature in 169Hf
and 171W show a somewhat different behaviour: after an i n i t i a l aligned angular
momentum i^ = 4 h to 6 ft, the curves for the favoured bands start rising at fiw >
260 keV, and continue to do so rather monotonicaly without any true upbending.
In neither of these nuclei enough experimental data are available to determine
the alignment gains, which, however, are certainly larger than 5 h.
Using the cranked shell ondel, the quasi-particle energies (routhlans) of
rotating nuclei have been calculated by Bengtsson and Frauendorf 15,16)> making
available theoretical results for a large number of nuclei, including the ones
described in the present article 2 5 ) . The neutron quasi-particle diagram
resulting from these calculations is shown in fig. 11 for the case of ^(Sttf# >jhe
one for 170W is very similar. ïn this context, the 'favoured* and 'unfaiioured'
bands in the odd-N isotopes correspond to the lowest-lying quasi-particle
trajectories with positive energy and parity, and positive and negative
signature, respectively. (In fig. 11 these trajectories are indicated by A and
B). In 168Hf and 170W a strong backbending is predicted to occur in the yrast
band at nu • 230 and 190 keV, respectively, due to the alignment of a pair of
quasi particles into the trajectories A and 8. The alignment is reflected in
the strong discontinuity of these trajectories. At fiw = 230 keV (in the case of
168
Hf) the two-quasi-particle energy EA+EB i s approximately zero with respect to
the reference configuration, implying a crossing of the two-quasi-parcicle band
AB and the ground-state (reference) band. The crossing results in an alignment
gain of about 9.6 h. Both results are in reasonable agreement with the
experimental data (hu = 260 and 250 keV, A±x = 9.4 and 10 h, for l^Hf and *70w,
respectively).
The theoretical results also explain why no second backbending has been
observed in the discrete spectrum of 168Hf. Indeed, the next crossings in the
yrast bands of the even-even isotopes are calculated to occur at ttd - 500 keV
for the neutron system and at hoi = 450 keV for the proton system (corresponding
to the alignment of a pair of h ^ ^ protons), frequencies beyond the largest
discrete transition energy observed in the present work (hu - 440 keV).
A similar comparison between theory and experiment is also possible for the
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168,

'Hf

0.20

[633] 7/2
[642] 5/2 —0.10

0.60

Fig. 11. Qjasi-partlcle diagrams for neutrons In 16BHf as calculated by Bengtsson, Fraiendocf and
May 2 5 ) . The four lowest positive-parity trajectories with lowest energy at ha - 0 originating in
the V13/2 orbit are denotated A, B, C and D, respectively. Trajectories with positive signature (a +1/2) are Indicated by solid lines, negative-signature (o • -1/2) trajectories by dashed lines. The
indicated frequencies refer to the Irregularities In the yrast band for the even-even nucleus (m)
and the odd-N nuclei (w2). Qiasl-partide energies are taken relative to
41 A"1^3 MeV [refs.
15,16)].

odd-N isotopes l67Hf,

169

Hf and 171-W. At low energies, the lowest positive and

negative signature trajectories A and B are predicted to have i x values of 5.3 ft
and 4.3 ft, respectively. Alignment of an AB quasi-particle pair i s impossible
because trajectory A is occupied in case of the favoured band, and trajectory B
in case of the unfavoured band (blocking effect). At somewhat larger energies,
however (hu = 300 keV for Hf and flu * 260 keV for W), an unblocked alignment i s
possible for

a BC pair,

as can be seen in fig.

11. The calculated aligned

angular nomenta for these two trajectories are 4.3 h and 3.5 h, respectively,
which would amount to a total alignment gain of about 7.8 h at the crossing.
This again i s in satisfactory agreement with the experimental data, notably the
values of i x for low energies (4 to 6 1 ) , the absence of backbending in the oddN isotopes compared with the even-even nuclei, the occurrence of the upbend in
167

Hf at hu = 330 keV and of a rise fa i x in

169

Hf and *71W above fiw = 260 keV,

and the respective alignment gains above these energies (5 h in l^Hf
than 5 h in

169

Hf and

171

aa^

larger

W).

An interesting point remains the different behaviour of the favoured bands
in the odd-N isotopes with respect to the upbending. Whereas the calculations
16

)

predict

comparable (large)

interaction strengths between the

26

interacting

\

bands for N - 95 and N » 97 (irrespective of Z), the experimental data suggest
167

that the interaction potential |v| Between the bands i s notably smaller in
than in

169

Hf and

171

W. In a very recent communication

investigated the favoured band in

26

Hf

) , Recht et a l . have

169

W. Their data, which are included in f i g .

9, display an uptrend around fiw a 310 keV very similar to the one we find in
167

Hf. The i n i t i a l value of i x i s 5.5 h and the gain of alignment at the upbend

amounts to about 6 ft. It thus seems that there exists a systematic difference
with respect to upbending between the favoured bands in the N » 95 ( 167 Hf and
169

W) and N - 97 ( i 6 9 Hf and 17*W) isotopes.
In order to understand, at least qualitatively, this different behaviour,

we have carried out a schematic calculation of the quasi-particle energies in
ne

the rotating frame using the cranked shell model limited to the i ] j / 2
orbital.

This i s

more restricted

than the calculations of

utron

Bengtsson and

Frauendorf *- 6 > 2 5 ), who include many mare orbits, tut should yield at least the
qualitative behaviour in the various parameters in the various cases

27

) , and

furthermore i s nuch simpler. The parameters which enter into the calculations
have been chosen in the following way. The Nilsson single-particle energies ËQ
for the i j 3 / 2 neutron orbital (Q - 1/2 to 13/2), and the position of the Fermi
level ^ for N • 95 and N - 97, have been taken from ref.
pairing gap ^

was extracted from a recent survey

adopted [ f i g . 2 of ref.

29

29

28

) . The neutron

) , from which A„

was

)].

We are aware of the fact that the values of e„ and ^ depend on the nuclear
deformation, and that

the latter i s not necessarily the same for a l l

the

isotopes we have investigated ( i t i s known, for instance, that the deformations
of

l68

Hf and

170

W are different

sample calculations,

that

[refs.

7 21

» »)]). We have checked, however, by

the differences

so introduced are not of

major

importance for the qualitative discission which follows, nor are minor changes
in A^. The crucial parameter i s the position of the Fermi level Kn with respect
to the [642]5/2 orbital. The values of y^ and E5/2 ( ° f which only J^ differs for
N » 95 and 97) are taken from ref. ^),

in agreement with other calculations

30).
The results of

these calculations which are relevant

to

the

present

discussion are the c r i t i c a l frequency huc for the pseudo crossing between thye
first

and second quasi-particle orbitals

with positive energy,

parity and

signature (these orbitals start, at hw » 0, as the [642]5/2 and [633]7/2 Nilsson
states,

respectively),

and the interaction

suggested by Bengtsson and Frauendorf

27

|v|

between them (determined as

I 6 ) ) . The pseudo crossing

is

indeed

\

responsible for the anomalies in the favoured positive parity bands of 167«169Hf
and 169,171W< j ^ calculated values of ftuc l i e around 310 keV for N - 95 and 97,
in line with the experimental data. On the other hand, the theoretical results
for

|v| are notably different

respectively.

This

qualitatively

backbending) is present in
takes place in
The

169

Hf and

reason

for N = 95 and 97, i . e . around 100 and 200 keV,

for

explains

167

Hf and

why

an

upbending

(and

not

a

169

W, and only a progressive rise in i x

171

W for hw > 260 keV.

the

difference

between

the

results

of

the

present

calculations and those of Bengtsson and Frauendorf can be traced back to the
relative position of y^ (for N = 95) with respect to s$f2} they are nuch closer
to

each other

in

the

present

case than in ref.

presumably is due to a different
deformations

in refs.

28

) and

30

choice of

16

)

(see fig.

11). This

the quadrupole and hexadecapole

) compared with ref.

16

) . In any case,

the

experimental data on the N = 95 and 97 isotones suggest that the Fermi level for
the N = 95 isotones is very close to the position of the Q = 5/2 component of
the i j j / 2 neutron orbital, at least for the nuclei considered here.
We conclude this section with a discussion of the high-energy region of the
correlation matrix. Besides the enhanced intensities in the valleys ascribed to
discrete transitions as mentioned above, several irore 'crossings' appear in the
high-energy part of both the tungsten and the hafnium coincidence matrices, at
energies nw = 0.42 and 0.52 tfeV for the Hf isotopes (see figs. 8 and 12) and at
lib) = 0.45 and 0.47 MaV for the W isotopes (see fig. 7). Within the framework of
the

cranked shell model 16*25)^

tije

lower

'bridge' may be ascribed to

the

interaction between the n^

[523]7/2 orbital and i t s energy conjugate, which

gives rise to a crossing of

the bands at a frequency Bu = 0.45 MaV. Other

crossings around hio = 0.50 MeV should occur because of the interaction between
the v t

[633]7/2 orbital and i t s energy conjugate and likewise between the

vrf
[523]5/2 orbital and i t s energy conjugate. These second crossings may
7/2
explain the observed intensities at hto = 0.47 and 0.52 MsV for W and Hf,
respectively. On should be aware, however, of the fact
these

bands alone

seem not

sufficient

to

fully

that the crossings of

account

for

the observed

intensities, since in that case the valley ridges should stand out more clearly
too. M>reover (assuming that the assignment for the 28+ level in

168

Hf in fig. 4

is correct), no second irregularity in the yrast band of at least this even-even
nucleus has been identified

in the discrete y-ray spectra. Therefore i t

is

likely that multiple banicrossings take place at roughly the same rotational
frequencies,

a feature which indeed is supported by the cranked shell-model
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calculations

16
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In the region of the correlation matrices where only quasi-continuous
transitions are present, the width of the valley W can be related to an average
of the band moment of inertia J j ^ j over many rotational bands (as discussed in
sect. 3.3). Prom fig. 12 for the Hf case it. should be clear that the determination of W(u) is not unambiguous because the (weakly delineated) ridges along
the valley are contaminated by discrete transitions. Nevertheless, a smooth
decrease of W as a function of to, corresponding to 25^-^/112 = 50 M2V""* at ho) =
0.1 MeV to about 140 MeV~l at the highest rotational frequencies, seems apparent
as can be seen in fig. 13 where the deduced noraents of inertia 2 J fifnd/^2 a r e
plotted as a function of the rotational frequency. The data also indicate that
at the highest frequencies 1 band a P P r o a c n e s the value of rigid sphere (which is
about 15 % smaller than that of the rigid rotor).
CUr data on Hf seem to be in contrast with the finding of Deleplanque et
al. ^ ) who observed an increasing width of the valley at the highest
frequencies. In addition they report a reduction of 3 ^ „ d of 25 to 50 % of the
envelope moment of inertia (which is close to the rigid rotor value), which they
attribute to particle alignment. On the other hand our data show a behaviour
quite similar to that obtained by Lisle et a l . 3 1 ) , where the correlation
pattern for l?°Hf showed a decreasing valley width at the highest frequencies
(hu) = 0.37 MaV). The corresponding 5 £fnd a P P r o a c n e s t n e valley of the rigid
TWMeV)
0.25

075

0.50

rigid sphere
Ibl)

i

1
V*

100

-

M

50

-

1
500

1000

-r

1500

(keV)

Fig. 13. Ih* derived band noetic of lncrtl* plotted w * function of y-ray energy and of rotational
frequency (Bu -

1/2 E ) .

IJ» fluctuation* In 2 3 ^

uncertainties.
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/H2

are probably die to experimental

\

sphere, which in this case was interpreted as due to a decrease in pairing. Such
a conclusion was also reached by Bialkowski et a l . 3 2 ) on the basis of
correlation data from the i24 Te( 12 C,6n) 130 Ce reaction at 118 MeV bombarding
energy. They observe an approximately constant value of 3 5 ! ^ around Bu = 0.4
MeV and an increase at the highest frequencies hu = 0.5 to 0.6 MeV.
Interpretation of the behaviour of the no ment of inertia in terms of
deformation or of alignment of nucleonlc orbitals is difficult. An increase of
deformation as well as a breakdown of superfluidity ( i . e . of pairing
correlations) will cause an increase of the moment of inertia. The observation
in our experiments of enhanced intensities in the central valleys at high
frequencies (ftu = 0.45 MeV) may be taken as evidence that alignment of iucleonic
angular momenta can s t i l l occur at these high rotational frequencies.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The nuclear structure of 167.168nf ^ d 170,I7Iy a t n ^g n rotational
frequencies has been studied in the discrete and quasi-continuous energy
regions. The first backbend in the even N = 96 isotones 168Hf and 170W has been
observed at about the same frequency of hu = 0.25 MeV, resulting from a sudden
angular momentum alignment gain of 9 to 10 n. In the favoured band of the odd-N
nucleus i67Hf an upbend, equivalent to an alignment gain of about 5 ft, has been
seen, whereas in *7*W ( a s i s the case in ^^9Hf) no real upbending takes place.
Cranked shell-model calculations give a good description for the even-even
nuclei 168Hf and i70W with respect to the crossing frequencies and aligned
angular momentum gains. Moreover, the second backbend is calculated both for the
neutron and the proton system to lie at energies higher than were experimentally
observed in the discrete spectra. R>r the odd-N nuclei, cranked shell-model
calculations correctly predict the absence of backbending at the same rotational
frequencies as in the even-even nuclei due to Paul! blocking, and the
approximate alignment gains at higher rotational frequencies. The different
behaviour of the favoured bands found experimentally in the isotopes ^^7Hf and
169
W, when compared to 169Hf and 171W, is not reproduced, however. Theoretically
a comparable interaction strength is expected both for the N - 95 (167Hf and
i69
W) and the N - 97 (169Hf and 17iW) nuclei. The experimental situation has
been qualitatively been accounted for by a schematic calculation, including only
the 1^3/2 neutron orbital, adopting the most recent values for the Fermi energy
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XJJ with

respect

to

the

various

single-particle

energies

(notably

the S5/2

orbital).
The Y~Y correlation data for Hf and W result in values for 2 j £ | n d / h 2 of 60
to 80 MeV"* at low rotational frequencies (less than about 0.25 MeV). For Hf a
smooth increase of the band noraent of inertia at higher frequencies has been
observed, approaching the rigid-sphere value (2.3 band''R2 ~ ^

^ ^ at hu = 0.5

MJV. Apart from the fillings of the valley due to the known f i r s t backbendings,
additional

'bridges 1

were found

in the high-energy part of

the

coincidence

matrices of both Hf and w. The crossings around ha - 0.45 MsV are probably die
to the interaction between Che n,
[523] 7/2 orbital and i t s energy conjugate,
^11/2
whereas at higher frequencies (hio = 0.50 MaV), based on intensity arguments,
crossings due to several iailtiple-quasi-particle configurations like the neutron
( i j 2 / 2 ) 2 and ^7/2) 2 probably coincide. This interpretation implies that, even
at these high rotational frequencies, alignment of angular momentum i s important
for the behaviour of the iuclei in this mass region.
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2. A new method for the correction of
Y~Y correlation matrices

H.F.R. Arciszewskl and J. Knoester

1 INTRODUCTION

Information about the structure of rotational tuclei at high rotational
frequencies can be obtained from the study of y~ ra y transitions in the quasicontinuous energy region. Although, die to the high density of states in this
energy region, these transitions cannot be associated with discrete peaks in
the y r a y spectra, i t is of great interest to search for correlations in the
decay pattern. Usually the data are obtained by means of coincidence experiments
in which different types of y-ray detectors are employed (large-volume NaI(Tl),
Ge(Li) detectors or Cbmpton-suppression spectrometers). In order to extract the
photopeak-photopeak events from a (large) background of Cbmpton-scattered and
random events, a reduction method Is commonly used which has been proposed by
Andersen 1 > 2 ) . This method essentially is based on the assumption that the
number of correlated events of interest (the photopeak-photopeak events) in a
coincidence matrix is negligible compared to the total number of events
detected, and that events which do not correspond to photopeaks are ncre or less
randomly distributed in the E x E plane. In experiments with tw> (or more)
Cbmpton-suppression spectrometers (CSS), however, the number of correlated
events constitutes already a significant part of the data, for the type of
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detector system we use

3

) , roughly 36 % of the concidences are photopeak events,

a number to be compared with only 2 % for bare Ge detectors and 16 % for Nal
detectors

(see table

1).

(Note that

random events are disregarded

in

this

discussion.) Moreover, a large part of the non-photopeak events i s not randomly
distributed

over

the y—y coincidence

matrix,

but

rather

is

concentrated

in

narrow ridges running from the photopeaks to lower energies. These ridges, which
consists of photopeak-Gompton events, make up almost 50 % of the coincidences.
The remaining 16 % Cbmpton-Cbmpton coincidences will indeed be smeared out in a
reasonably random manner over the plane defined by the photopeak-Compton edges.
We conclude
fulfilled

for

that

the

this type of

basic

assumption

detector

system,

in the Andersen method i s

not

especially with respect

the

to

relatively large number of photopeak-photopeak coincidences and the pronounced
Cbmpton ridges. In t h i s paper we will describe a correction method which i s
based on the physical origin of

the background and compare the results with

matrices corrected by the Andersen method.

2 HXttMLISM

A method for the correction of Cbmpton-scattered events has been developed
which is based on the response function of Compton-suppression spectrometers. At
f i r s t instance we have restricted ourselves to the correction of the photopeak-

Table 1
The relative number* of Che three type* of coincident event* for
different detector systems: bare Ge detectors, large volume Nal
crystals and Goapton-suppresslon spectrometers are compared

Ge x Ge

peak-to-total ratio of a
single detector
peak-peak coincidences
peak-Conpton coincidences
Compton-Compton coincidences

Nal

X

Nal

CSS

X

CSS

IS X

40 X

60 X

2 X
2 x 13 X
72 Z

16 X

36 X

2 x 24 X

2 x 24 X

36 X

16 X

36

Gompton ridges only. This limitation mainly was imposed by the fact that the
program had to be implemented on a PDP-11/70 minicomputer and therefore the
correction of a l l scattered events would have increased the already large
computation times beyond reasonable limits. An extension of the method, however,
to the correction of GDrnpton-Gompton events should be straightforward. Secondly
we decided to use as few parameters as possible in the description of the
Compton ridges, again in order to minimize calculation times. From the form of
the Gompton ridge in singles spectra we deduced that an exponential function
will fit the ridge in a reasonable way.
For the contribution to the background N. at an energy E , resulting from
a photopeak with intensity N at energy E', therefore we have taken:
Nbgr(E , E1) - c x N(E') x exp [ax(x-p)]
where x « E / E ' . To correct for the energy-dependent detector efficiency
c » Y x (E*) ' has been used. In this formalism a, p and Y a ^e adjustable
parameters. (Nate that y is a measure for the "step function" which is usually
applied when a spectrum slice with a peak is fitted with a Gaussian function
superposed on a polynomial background). The corrected number of events with
energy E will then be:
N
(E ) » N(E ) - E » g r (E , E 1 ),
corr Y
Y F'>F
T Y
Y

Y

where we sum over a l l energies higher than E . The parameters a, p and y are
determined from the requirement that correlation matrices resulting from radioactive sources (22Na, 60Go and 152Eu) are properly corrected ( i . e . the
background is minimized). Apart from the continuum y-radiation and oount-rate
effects there is no reason to expect that matrices obtained in on-line
experiments are different. In our formalism the matrices are corrected under the
assumption that each non-zero intensity in principle is a photopeak-photopeak
coincidence and has its associated Gompton ridges. The correction therefore must
be started at the high-energy part of the matrix. Any intensity outside of the
ADC range is neglected.
It is important that the parametrisation of the detector response function
has to be extracted from data obtained from a set-up with a geometry similar to
the one used in the actual experiment. The geometry of the set-up namely can
introduce effects different from those encountered when only a single Gompton-
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suppression spectrometer is used (e.g. the "back-scatter" peak).
Although in principle the correction could be extended to experiments with
other types of detectors (by applying a different response function), the method
is especially suited for Cbmpton-suppression spectrometers. The worse resolution
of large Nal(Tl) detectors introduces larger errors in the form of the Cbmpton
edge, whereas for bare Ge detectors the relatively small number of photopeakphotopeak events, compared to the background, makes the method highly unreliable
due to the large errors introduced by the subtraction process.

<a

o

"\

4OO

8OO

1200

16OO

2O0O

Fig. 1. Contour plots of a put of the syaaetrlzed Y"Y coincidence satrlx resulting trom
Che 16Q + 21tMg ruction. Levels atom are 200, 600, 1200, 2000, 3000 and 4000 counts, respectively.
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3 RESULTS

The correction method has been tested on a y—y correlation matrix from a
coincidence experiment on
energy E(

16

38

K [ref. "*)] with the 21*Kte +

16

O reaction at a beam

0^) » 44 MaV. The two spectrometers used in the experiment were

positioned at 90 degrees with respect to the beam direction. Due to the fact
that the spectrometers were directly facing each other in this set-up, the 511
keV annihilation line is very pronounced in the coincidence matrix. R>r both
spectrometers the suppression factor «as already better than 10. Compared to
reactions producing heavier nuclei at higher incident energies, this reaction

• •o

"O

*9

'
•.

-1

f

•

•"

^BMi

I

I

400

l_

8OO

1200

1600

Fig. 2. Same as Fig. 1, corrected using the unfolding Kthod discussed In this article.
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has

the

advantage

that

the

resulting

matrix

should

be

free

from

the

continuum y~rays due to unresolved transitions between high-energy states in the
formed nuclei. Therefore only discrete peaks should remain in the matrix after
the

correction

has

been

applied.

The

continuous

background

would

make

conclusions about the correctness of the method much harder to draw.
Prior to the application of both methods the matrix was partly corrected
for

random events using

a timegate

in the At—spectrum. To

enhance visual

appearance the matrix was also symmetrised. Contour plots of a part of the
matrix before and after the correction are shown in figs. 1 and 2. The Andersencorrected matrix is displayed in fig. 3. for all three matrices the dispersion
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is 9.23 keV per channel, resulting from a compression of 4 K ADC data.to a 256 x
256 channel matrix. A comparison of both corrected matrices (figs. 2 and 3 ) ,
shows their similarity. Although experience has learned
Andersen

correction of

a

coincidence

matrix

from

two

5

) that a one-pass
Gampton-suppression

spectrometers results in an overcorrection of the (bmpton ridges (especially at
the positions where two ridges meet), the iterative procedure smothes this
effect. Obviously the method is sensitive enough to handle the discrete ridges
well. The unfolding method corrects the ridges somewhat better (see also below),
but performs worse at energies above the photopeak-pbotopeak intensities where
coincidences are random.
Both methods are compared in more detail by means of the projection of a
slice around 1260 keV onto the horizontal axis, as illustrated in fig. 4. R>r
comparison a spectrum which has been corrected for random events in the 'Visual"
way (by subtracting a "background" spectrum resulting from the projection of an
adjacent slice) is also included. This last spectrum nay be used as a reference
as to which peaks should be suppressed in the corrected spectra when compared to
the original. In the spectrum only the 323, 598, 1181 and 1611 keV lines
coincident with the 1264 keV transition in

37

Ar [ref. 6 )] are still present (the

hatched peaks in fig. 4 ) . The 709 keV peak also present is coincident with the
1262 keV transition in

30

P [ref. 7 ) ] , which is also contained in the projection

gate. In both the unfolded and iterated spectrum indeed the other peaks (notably
the

106, 670 and

1642

keV

lines

from

38

Ar [ref.

annihilation line) are reduced relative to the
partial removal of

the Cbmpton background

37

8

) ] , and

the

511

keV

Ar lines, as a result from the

present in the slice. With the

exception of the 511 keV line all contaminating peaks are better suppressed in
the unfolded spectrum. As has been stressed before this contaminant cannot be
properly corrected by the unfolding method because it does not consist of
Oampton-scattered events. That the ridges stretching from the annihilation peak
towards higher energies are nevertheless partially suppressed is a result from
the unfolding procedure which corrects for the spurious intensity in the ridges
as if these consisted of photopeaks. It should be noted that this problem is
noticeably present only in the case of the 511 keV peak which height is larger
than all other peaks present in the matrix by a factor of at least 15.
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Fig. 4. Spectra resulting from a projection of a slice around 1260 keV onto the horizontal axis.
Presented from the bottom upward are (a) a projection In the original matrix; (b) a projection in
the unfolded matrix; (c) a projection in the iterated matrix; (d) the background corrected spectrum,
lines which are present also in the background corrected spectrum are. hatched. This last spectrum i s
included for reference purposes only. See text.

4 OONCLUSIOKS

The r e s u l t s from Che two correction methods c l e a r l y indicate t h a t they a r e
at

least

comparable in

performance. The unfolding method, however,
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has

the

\

advantage that It Is sore transparant, physically speaking, and s t i l l is
susceptible for improvements. In theory the unfolding method as It Is should be
able to increase the relative lumber of photopeak-photopeak coincidences to
about 70 % of the total contents of the matrix, a number which will be somewhat
lower In practice due to the presence of random events and the fact that the
response function which we use can only be an approximation. Because random
events seem to be reasonably well corrected by the iterative method without
affecting the photopeaks too taich, a combination of both methods will probably
produce even better results, further improvements could include a better
pararaetrisation of the response function and a correction for the backscatter
peak. Obviously another set-up than the face-to-face geometry used in this
experiment would reduce the dominant 511 keV peak considerably.
The authors wish to express their appreciation for the many fruitful
discussions during the implementation of the program and the preparation of the
article with Dr. C.J. van der Bael, Dr. G.A.P. Engelbertink and Dr. R.
Kamermans.
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3. The structure of

26

Mg studied

with the ( d , p ) reaction

H.F.R. Arciszewski, E.A. Bakkum, C.P.M. van Engelen
and R. Kamermans

1 INTRODUCTIOH

At the moment a very complete comparison between shell-model calculations
and experimental data can be made in the mass region around A = 26. Especially
for

26

A1 the amount of experimental data is extensive and precise. At higher

energies

(above

6

MeV

excitation

energy,

approximately), however,

some

experimental information is still lacking. While (p,y) experiments involving
26

A1 are currently being undertaken 1 ) , a detailed investigation of its isobaric

neighbour

26

Hg, on which experimental information is less abundant, would yield

valuable information about the T - 1 states in
particle transfer reaction at Ej »

26

A1. Ihe

25

Hg(d,p)26Ife single-

13 WeN «as chosen, since this type of

reaction can be well described by standard direct-reaction theory and exhibits
angular distributions which are very sensitive with respect to the angular
nomentum transferred. In this way, spectroscopie factors and information on the
J11 of the excited states in

26

Mg can be otv.ained. A disadvantage is the fact

that the ground state of the target nucleus

25

Hg has J71 - 5/2+» which is added

vector-wise to the transferred angular momentum, for this reason the information
on the spin of the excited states from this reaction is rather restricted.
Extended shell-model calculations in the full s-d shell were performed in
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order Co investigate the accuracy of the wave functions. The wave functions were
calculated by the programme RIT3SCHIL
/0e~~

9

i0

) using the Chung-Wildenthal interaction

) ] . It appeared that the first positive-parity states were reproduced

rather well, both for the excitation energy and the spectroscopie factors for
the neutron stripping reaction on 25Mg.

2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The

2

5Mg(d,p)2%lg reaction has been studied at an incident energy of 13

MeV. The daiterons were accelerated by the 7 MV EN tandem Van de Graaff accelerator of the Utrecht university with beam currents in the order of 100 nA.
Angular distributions of the reaction protons were measured with two types of
t a r g e t s : at angles larger than 15° a target of 108 ug/cm2

25

Mg evaporated on a

2

615 |jg/cra Au foil was used, whereas for smaller angles the target consisted of
110 |jg/<un2

2

%g on a 20 (jg/cm2 carbon backing. This last backing was chosen in

order co prevent a too high count rate due to deuterons e l a s t i c a l l y
from Au. Both targets were enriched in

2 5

scattered

^ to more than 99 %.

The reaction protons were detected in a gas-filled detector of the type
developed in Rochester

2

) , which was positioned in the focal plane of an Enge

split-pole magnetic spectrograph. The detector was positioned at an angle of 42°
with respect to the focal plane so that the average e j e c t l l e trajectory i s
perpendicular to the two proportional counters in the detector. Because the
protons are only lightly ionising, isobutane with i t s relatively large stopping
power was used as detector gas in order to obtain a maximal primary ionisation.
Nevertheless the signals from the AE and E anodes in the detector could not be
used for particle identification. The difference in energy loss of the protons
and the deuterons below the proportional counters was large enough, however, to
achieve a clear particle identification. The proportional counters consist of a
NiCr resistive anode wire to enable a charge-division position readout. From the
position readout of the two proportional counters, which are placed at a d i s tance of 10 cm from each other, the particle position along the focal plane of
the spectrograph can be determined. In order to improve the position resolution,
the cathode of the first proportional counter was replaced by a striped cathode
directly coupled to a discrete delay line

3

) . The installation of the delay-line

readout system improved the position resulution along the focal plane from 1.5
mm to less than 1 ran, yielding an energy resolution of about 25 keV. Towards
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both edges of Che detector the energy resolution degraded to about 35 - 40 keV,
an effect which is mainly due to the extrapolation procedure required to extract
the

focal-plane

position

from

the

position

readouts

of

the

proportional

counters, and to the worse position resolution of the second counter. Replacement of this second counter by a delay-line readout system also, is of

little

use since i t s position resolution at 11 cm distance from the entrance foil

is

mainly determined by angular straggling in the foil and in the detector gasf i l l i n g . Since for lightly ionising particles the position (energy) resolution
is directly determined by the signal-to-noise ratio of the proportional-counter
pulses, the counters had to be operated at a high gas pressure (270 Torr) as
well as with a high multiplication factor. This last condition implied that the
voltages applied should be as high as possible, in practice around 1500 V. A
drawback of operating the detector under such conditions was the fact

that

cracking products of the isobutane tended to pollute and subsequently disable
the anode wires rather fast,

for this reason the detector count rate was kept

low, at about 100 counts per second, in order to minimize the pollution r a t e .
The position as well as the energy signals from both proportional counters
were digitized

and transported

via a CAMAC system to

a PDP 11/34 on-line

computer, which subsequently wrote them to tape for off-line analysis. From the
data the following quantities were extracted: the positions Sj and S2 along the
two proportional counters, the energy losses AEj and AE2 of the particles below
the proportional counters, the position p along the (software defined)

focal

plane, and the angle of incidence 6 in the detector. During the experiment the
momentum spectra of the protons (p) and twa-dimensional AE^ x s^ (energy loss
versus position) "twinkle frames" were used for monitoring purposes. In the offline

analysis

fulfilled

proton

(p)

spectra were constructed

from those events which

the following (software) conditions: (a) they belonged to the proton

groups as defined by a two-dimensional window in the AEj x sj matrix, and (b)
they followed the correct trajectory in the spectrograph as defined by a twodimensional window in the p x 6 matrix.
The angular distributions were measured in steps of 5* between 0,
= 5°
lab
and Q1

= 50* . At larger angles contributions from compound nucleus formation

are expected to become important. The distance along the focal plane covered by
the detector in this particular setup corresponds to about 5 MeV in excitation
energy. Therefore at each angle two measurements were made with two different
field settings- of the spectrograph, covering altogether an energy region up to
around 8 MaV in excitation energy. This procedure moreover ensured that the main
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region of interest, around 5 to 6 JfeV in excitation energy, was measured twice,
with good position resolution in both cases. The relative normalisation of the
different

runs

was obtained

elastically scattered from

in

two

ways:

first

by monitoring

deuterons

25

Ife with a Si detector positioned at a fixed angle

of 45*, and secondly by means of a Faraday cup connected to a current integrator
measuring the total collected charge. Both methods were found to be in agreement
within 2%. The dead time of the data-acquisition system and the electronics was
determined using a pulser

signal,

externally triggered by the current

inte-

grator, connected to the test inputs of the detector preamplifiers. A comparison
between the total number of trigger pulses and the amount of pulser signals
registered on magnetic tape, gives the total dead time, which was found to be
Less than 1% for a l l angles.
Absolute cross sections for the

25

Mg(d,p)26Mg reaction were obtained from

deuteron elastic-scattering data measured with the same experimental setup. The
target

thickness and the solid angle of the spectrograph were calibrated by

comparing the measured cross section of the

25

Mg(d,dQ)25Mg reaction at

0, , = 15* and 6 l a b » 20° with optical-model calculations for this reaction. The
elastic-scattering

cross sections at

these angles can be calculated with an

accuracy of about

10%, from which i t

follows that the absolute

25

Mg(d,p)26Mg

cross sections are accurate to about the same degree.

3 MIA ANALYSIS

Two proton spectra of

the

25

tyg(d,p)26tyg reaction, measured at an angle

6 1 ^ = 25°, are shown In fig. 1, one for the region of low excitation energy and
one for the higher-energy region. Ftnal states up to an excitation energy of 8
MeV could be observed. All peaks were identified either as belonging to
12

as to the contaminants

C and

of the low abundance of

16

O. Even states in

2

26

Vg or

25

Mj$ were observed in spite

"*M3 (less than 1 %). ffost of the

26

*fe peaks could be

resolved with the exception of the 4.3 MeV, 7.3 MeV, 7.4 MeV and 7.6 M»V
doublets or t r i p l e t s .

From these nultiplets only the 7.4 MeV t r i p l e t , which

consists of the 7.350, 7.369 and 7.396 MeV states, could be succesfully analysed
keeping the known peak positions fixed. This detailed analysis was only possible
because of the fact that the transfers to the 7.369 and the 7.396 MeV state
appeared to be very weak and therefore only had a marginal effect on the intensity of the transfer to the 7.350 MeV state. In a l l other nultiplets the inten
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at Ed=13MeV
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Fig. 1. Proton spectra fro» the 2s «g(d,p) 26 Hg reaction at 8 l a b « 25", Measured at two
different field settings of the nagnetlc spectrograph. The 25Mg peaks are labelled with
the excitation energies. All other peaks are contaminants.

s i t i e s were found to be of the same order of magnitude and therefore could not
be extracted separately. For a l l peaks a Gaussian shape on a zero or first-order
background was assumed. A comparison with manual integrations of

some peaks

showed that deviations stay within the errors, although the fitting procedure
tended to underestimate the peak area slightly for the smaller peaks.

4 DWBA ANALYSIS

The theoretical transfer cross sections were calculated within zero-range
DWBA, with the computer programme DWUCK4 **). Although the dependence of

the

magnitude of the cross sections and the shape of the diffraction patterns on the
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optical-model

parameters

is

small,

some effort

has

been put in finding an

optimal set. As a starting point two frequently used sets were taken, as determined by Perey and Perey

5

) and Becchetti and Greenlees

6

) for the deuteron

entrance channel and the proton exit channel, respectively, tfo better set could
be found, however. The parameter sets used are summarized in table 1. The boundstate wave function of the transferred neutron was generated with a spherical
Woods-Saxon potential with a radius parameter rQ = 1.25 fm and diffuseness ao =
0.65 fm. The depth of the potential well is adjusted in order to obtain the
proper

binding energy. As usual a Thomas-type potential with \

1.25 fra,

a

= 0.65 fm) was taken for

the spin-orbit

= 25 ( r ^ =

interaction.

No non-

localtty or finite-range corrections were included in the final results since no
improvement in the description of the shape of the angular distributions was
observed. Only the magnitude of the absolute cross sections for X = 0 and X = 2
transfers

increases

by about 20 % if

the corrections are applied. At this

incident energy a l l angular distrubutions show a clear diffraction
can be seen in figs. 2 to 4. Because the difference,
angles,

between the angular

distributions

for

pattern as

especially at

the different

forward

^.-transfers

is

large, unambiguous ^-assignments were possible in a l l cases. A good description
of the angular distributions can be obtained as is clear from those cases where
only a single A-transfer plays a role, e.g. the X = 0 transfer to the 2.938 MeV
2+ level (which is expected to be a relatively pure s ^ j
transfers to the 0

+

ground state and the 4

+

s t a t e ) , and the X=2

level at 5.474 MeV, which can only

be transfers to a dc/ 2 or dj/2 s t a t e . Because of this good description and the

Table 1
Optical-model paraneters.

particle

'o
(fm)

(MeV)

protons

a

>

deuceron»

b

56.6-0.32E p 1.17
>

93.8

a

' Secchectl-Greenlee*

b

' Perey-Perey

c

5

1.00

6

a
o
(fm)

(MeV)

(fm)

0.75

12.3-0.25E p

1.32

0.54

6.2

0.87

29.2

1.36

0.61

12.0

).

).

^ With Ep in MeV.
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"w
'so
(fm) (MeV)

a

so
(fm)

r
Coul
(fm)

1.01

0.75

1.37

1.00

0.87

1.30

(fm)
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fact that the maxima of SL = X

and X = X +2 transfers are clearly separated,

mixed transfers can be treated with a good amount of confidence. A gpod example
to support this is the transfer to the 6.878 MeV 3~ level which is excellently
described by a combination of X = 1 and I = 3 transfers. Hawever, since the % =
Ü (or 1 = 1 ) component is mainly fixed by the part of the angular distribution
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Flg. 2. Proton anguUr distributions fnm the 25>fe(d,p)2sMg reaction at Ed - 13 MeV. The
full lines represent the total cross sections, while dashed lines (If present) Indicate
the different X transfers contributing to the total cross section.
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curve at small angles, which is an order of a magnitude larger than the
intermediate-angle part, a small shift of this curve is reflected in a large
shift in the remaining Ü = 2 (or I = 3) component. This uncertainty in the
absolute magnitude of the H = 2 or I = 3 component is reflected in the large
errors of more than 30 % as compared to the 10 % normally assigned, as derived
i
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from the uncertainty in the f i t . The experimental error usually is neglible
compared to this procedural one.
The relation between calculation and experiment is given by:

Wexp " K 5 5
where J i and Jj are the total angular momentum of the initial and final state,
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respectively, and j t r a n s f represents the total angular nomentum transferred by
the neutron. Values for the spectroscopie factor S are summarized in table 2.
Because the neutron transfers are mainly dependent on X, experimentally no
distiction can be made between transfers which only differ in spin orientation.
Therefore only the spectroscopie factor for the nost probable final single
neutron state is given ( i . e . the IP3/2 an(* ^7/2 s t a t e s f ° r 3L m i and X ™ 3
transfers, respectively). The other cross sections only differ by a constant
factor from those given. R>r X » 2 transfers, for example, one has:

Where J u values were known from previous work ' ) the deduced A-valiies are
in agreement. Only the transfer to the 5.716 MeV 4 level i s not described well
by a pure X = 2 transfer. A contribution of an X ™ 3 term produces a nuch better
f i t , but this would imply that another 26Hg state must be involved. The only
candidate known, the 5.690 MsV level, should have J = 1, or possibly J11 » 2*
[ref. 7 ) ] . This last possibility is in contradiction with the odd parity implied
by the JL = 3 transfer, however. Therefore we tentatively take J^ - 1" for the
5.690 MeV level. Although the transitions to the 7.262 MeV and 7.282 MeV levels
could not be separated, their sum has a clear X ™ 1 component, which can be
ascribed mainly to the transition to the 7.262 MeV level. Therefore we
tentatively assign Jn = (1-4)" to this level. Because of the large uncertainty
in the other component(s) of the angular distribution curve, no such assignment
is possible for the 7.282 MsV level. The transfers to the 7.347 MeV and 7.543
MeV levels both have an X • 1 and an X » 3 component present, confining the
spins of these levels to (l-4)~. A recent (t,p) experiment on 2<IM3 [ref. 9 ) ] , in
which the transition to the 7.347 MeV level is strongly present, indicates that
this level has natural parity, restricting i t s spin to Jn - (1,3)~. The
transitions to the 7.723 MeV, 7.771 MeV and 7.815 MaV levels a l l unambiguously
have X * 2, therefore they oust have positive parity. The mixing of an X • 0
component in the transition to the 7.815 MeV level confines the spin of this
level to (2,3) + , while the absence of such a component makes these spins less
probable for the other two levels. The transfer to the 7.950 MeV level to
conclude with, has X * 3, implying odd parity for this last level. The absence
of an X - 1 term would seem to point to J51 - (5,6)~, a negative-parity J » 0
level implying a too large spectroscopie factor for the transfer, as will be
shown later (see table 2).
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Table 2.
Spectroscopie factors deduced from Che DWBA analysis.

assumed
single neutron state

0 j * b)
Ex(MeV) '
0
1.809

0+

2

d

5/2

2.81 t 0.30

+

0
2

d

3/2

0.16 + 0.05
3.51 t 0.35

l/2

3.37 ± 0.30

2

2.938

2+

0

6

3.588

0

+

2

d

5/2

0.32 ± 0.03

3

+

0
2

s
d

l/2
3/2

1.98 ± 0.20
1.1 ± 0.5

0
2

d

«1/2
3/2

0.30 ± 0.05
1.05 ± 0.35

3/2

1.48 ± 0.15

3.941
4.834

2+

4.900

4+

2

d

5.291

2

+

2

d

3/2

3.29 ± 0.30

5.474

4

+

2

d

3/2

2.15 ± 0.25

5.716

4+

2

d

3/2

0.56 ± 0.20

6.125

3+ d)

0
2

d

«1/2
3/2

0.74 ± 0.09
4.2 ± 1.0

0
2

d

=1/2
3/2

0.04 ± 0.02
0.58 ± 0.20

P3/2
7/2

1.18 ± 0.15
3.5 ± 1.0

p/2
7/2

1.48 ± 0.20
3.7 ± 1.5

6.744

2+
3"
3

1

7.262 +
7.282

(2.3)" «>

1
3

f

7.347 c)

3- •.«>

1
3

f

P3/2
7/2

1.14 ± 0.15
2.4 ± 0.8

(2,3)" f ' 8 * 1
3

f

P3/2
7/2

0.36 ± 0.06
1.1 t 0.4

2

d

0.80 t 0.15

d

6.878

7.543
7.723

f

(0-5) + «>
+ f

7.771

(0-5)

>

2

7.815

(2,3) + £>

0
2

7.950

"'
=>
a
'
•'
*^
s
'

(2J+1)S

(5.6)- «

3/2

0.72 i 0.07

3/2
' '

3/2

0.62 ± 0.06
0.93 + 0.15

«7/2

7.8 ± 0.8

d

3

Ref.7 ) unless Indicated otherwise.
R«f. " ) .
Ref. 7), unnatural parity fro» ref. 8 ) .
Present work, natural parity fro» ref. 9 ) .
Present uork.
Further restrictions from (n.y) «ork, see ref.
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5 GOtPAKISON WITH SHELL-M3DEL CALCULATIONS

Shell-model calculations using the Chung-Wildenthal interaction
been performed in the full s-d shell. The programme RITSSCHIL

10

9

) have

) was used to

calculate the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian. In the calculations the ^ 0 core
was kept inert, while the ten remaining nucleons were left with no restrictions
in the S w o , dg/2 and d^/2 shells. In this model space only positive-parity
states can be considered, since negative-parity

states necessarily involve

either the O f 7 ^ o r the IP3/2 orbit, or hole creation in the 1^0 core. Even so,
the diagonalisatlon of the matrix (with dimensions upto around 5000) already
took several hours to complete on a CDC Cyber 175 for the lowest four states for
each of the possible spins. Therefore inclusion of f772 o r P3/2 exc-^:a^ons

is

not possible without arbitrary restrictions on the configurations in the s-d
shell.
A

comparison

between

the calculated

level

scheme

and

experiment

is

presented in fig. 5. The calculated levels extend to about 7 MeV in excitation
energy. Because of the large lumber of known 2 + levels, the calculations were
extended to include the first six levels with J11 - 2 + . As can be seen from the
figure, the experimental levels are reproduced reasonably accurately, if we
align the levels in such a way that the mean deviation in energy is zero.
Because the levels in the energy region considered are still reasonably spaced,
and

most

of

correctness of

the deviations are small, there

is little doubt

the assignments. The good agreement

for

the

about

the

spectroscopie

factors, as will be shown later, supports the identification. All levels, with
the exception of the fourth 3

state, for which there is no unambiguous

candidate, could be identified. The deviation in energy between experiment and
theory

in

general

is

less

than

200

keV.

Only

the

0+

ground

state,

the 2, and the 3. state are off by more than this amount. It is remarkable that
all other 0 + states are reproduced very well, in contrast to the ground state.
A more detailed test of the theoretical wave functions is given by a
comparison of the spectroscopie factors. Therefore, spectroscopie factors for
neutron transfer between the states considered and the

25

Hg ground state were

determined. A problem is the fact that from the experimental angular distributions, only the A-transfer can be deduced, so that the experiment cannot
discriminate between a transfer to a d,-^ or to a d o ^ orbit in the case of a
final state with Jn » 2 + or 3"1". The cross section for an X " 2 transfer,
however, is the incoherent sum of a do/2 and a dc/n transfer and therefore can
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Fig. 5. A comparison between the f i r s t
states of each spin In
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four experinencal and theoretical positive-parity

Hg.

be written with the appropriate spin factors as:

d

3/2 >

+

~6

Furthermore, within 1% independent from level energy in the energy region
studied,

DWUCX
<d
)
<T
d 3 3/2
/2

- 1.78

d , ) , which leads to the following
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expression for an X = 2 transfer:

,do\J!r*2 1.552 J f + 1 ,
=
^
'TT
~ ( S ( d 2 )+

,Q c/, >ï DWUCK,, .
(d
5/2)) a
3/2 )

1>l9 S(d

The quantity S(d-j/>) + 1.19 SCdir^) can easily be calculated both experimentally
and theoretically. The results for the spectroscopie factors are summarized in
table 3. Like for the level scheme, the agreement is good, especially the
roLative

importance of

the different

components of the wave functions is

reproduced very nicely. It should be noted that the agreement between the
absolute

values of the spectroscopie factors should be regarded with some

caution since the DWBA calculations introduce an uncertainty in these values of
around

20%. Nevertheless, detailed

shell-model

calculations

seem

able to

describe at least the lowest four positive-parity states in quite some detail.
From the table it can be inferred that most of the strength to 0 + states
goes to the ground state, a result which is not surprising since the ground
state will be an almost pure v C d * ^ ) 6 configuration coupled to the * 6 0 core,
completely filling the d,^ orbit. Higher 0

states will be relatively weak

therefore, as is confirmed experimentally. Somewhat more surprising is the fact
that mast of the S ] / 2 strength gpes to the second 2 + state (and the first 3 +
state), whereas the first 2

state predominantly is of a dc/2 nature (according

to the calculation), taking most of the remaining d ^

strength. From the table

it can also be seen that in most mixed configurations (the 2 + and 3* states),
the largest component is systematically underestimated by a factor of 1.8. The
unmixed transitions are much better reproduced. Apparently the shell model tends
to inix the wave-function components slightly mare than would seem necessary.
The sum rule for a neutron stripping reaction is given by:

2J +1

s

<V- < n >

where the summation extends over all possible final states in a subshell (n, A,
j) and <n > is the number of neutron holes in the subshell. Because of the
ambiguity for SL » 2 transfers in our experiment, we restrict ourselves to the
Sjy2 states, for which Z(2J£+l)S(s,/„) < 12. From the experiment we find for the
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Table 3
Comparison between experimental and theoretical spectroscopie factors

J™ a )

°!

Ex (MeV) b '1

(2J+l)Se*P

assumed
single neutron state

(2J+l)S c h e o r

0

d

5/2

2.81

2.53

3.588

d

5/2

0.32

0.22

°3

4.972

d

5/2

< 0.10

0.03

°;

6.256

d

5/2

< 0.10

0.02

1.809

s
l/2
d
3/2
d

0.16

]

5/2

2.938

]

< 0.5

< 0.01
0.48

]

0.57

0.12
0.36

]

0.54

1.93

]

5/2

6.744

0.34

3.29

< 0.01
1.82
< 0.01

]

0.04

«1/2

1.82
0.03

< 0.01
0.42

]

0.50

1.73
0.25

]

2.03

]

4.2

2.07
0.24

]

2.35

5/2

]

1.48

1.02
0.02

1.04

3/2
5/2

]

2.15

0.87
0.87

J

0.56

0.05
0.57

]
]
]

J

d
3/2
d

5/2

3.941

1.05
< 0.01

"1/2

d
3/2
d

0.58
1.98

"1/2
d3/2
5/2

]

d

1.1

1.70

c)

6.125

0.74

«1/2

d
3/2
d

5/2

4.318

1.97

0.30

s
l/2
d3/2
d
5/2

5.291

4.350

]

c )

4.834

4

]

5/2

4.332

0.14
0.05
1.61

3.37

"1/2

d
3/2
d

»;

3.51

0.77

c)

4.900
5.474

d
3/2
d
d

d

5.716

d
3/2
d

5/2

b) Ref. ' ' .
c) Uhre*olved triplet.
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left-hand

expression: 6.59,

somewhat more than half of the strength. Although

the proton and neutron occupation numbers are not produced separately in

the

isospin formalism used in the c a l c u l a t i o n s , the t o t a l occupation numbers p for
the ground s t a t e of

2 5

^ are given by: <p(s,,„)> » 0.88, <p( d 3/ 2 )' >

=

l»0? and

<p(d-,„)> = 7.05. Apparently the Sj/2 o r b i t i s hardly f i l l e d ( i t can occupy four
nucleons)

so that

it

would seem that about 40% of the s ^ 2

strength goes to

higher excited s t a t e s which were not observed in the experiment. From the fact
that

above

6.5

MeV e x c i t a t i o n

energy

negative-parity

states

are

observed

increasingly, i t would seem that indeed most of the strength to the s-d s h e l l i s
exhausted and excitations to the 0(j/2

an

d 1-P3/2

sne

H s become important.

6 CONCLUSIONS

Accurate

angular

distributions

were

reaction for most of the excited s t a t e s i n
NfeV. All

distributions
K

c a l c u l a t i o n s . Where J

could

be

obtained

with

the
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Mg upto an e x c i t a t i o n energy of 8

satisfactorily

described

by

standard DWBA

values were known the deduced Jt-values are in agreement.

Spin and parity r e s t r i c t i o n s could be made for the 7.262, 7.347, 7.543, 7.723,
7.771, 7.815 and 7.950 MeV l e v e l s . Extended shell-model c a l c u l a t i o n s in the f u l l
s-d s h e l l reproduce both the excitation energies and the r e l a t i v e importance of
the

wave-function

components

rather

well

for

the

first

few

positive-parity

s t a t e s . The absolute magnitudes of the spectroscopie f a c t o r s , however, of

the

mixed t r a n s f e r s were not calculated that w e l l . In s p i t e of the u n c e r t a i n t y

in

the magnitude of the spectroscopie factors deduced from the DWBA c a l c u l a t i o n s ,
it

may be concluded

that

in mixed configurations

the

largest

component

systematically underestimated by the s h e l l model, from the sum r u l e
transfers,

finally,

is

for

sw?

i t would seem that only about 60% of the strength to

this

o r b i t i s observed experimentally.
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I. P/CL • a flexible input processor

H.F.R. Arciszewski and E.M. van Gasteren

1 INTRODUCTION

Many among us will have encountered the situation that an interactive
program crashed under our fingertips when we typed something which apparently
was not the right thing. The crash usually was accompanied by the utterance of
some kind of incomprehensible message like "error 45 at line 327". The right
type of Input was never mentioned and all data entered prior to the crash were
irretrievably lost. Apart from these annoying features when doing something
wrong, doing something right was not made any easier. Having single letters or
numbers representing commands (1 for "start", 2 for "stop" and so on) and the
lack of any possibility to get at least a hint of what was being requested at
any time daring the "conversation" made this same conversation rather awkward,
to say the least. It was with these notions in mind that the P/CL (Pascal
Command Language) input processor was developed. The input processor, which is
written entirely in Pascal, is a general-purpose input package which can be
easily linked to any program intended to be interactive. Besides offering the
users of such a program a robust interface, the programmer is given an easy-touse set of uniformly-looking

routines which relieve him from the task of

checking all input on illegal characters or unwanted entries. The main design
principle

of

the input

processor

was

to

implement

a command-driven user

interface which would enable the end-user to steer the program in any desired
direction, assuring the possibility of reacting to intermediate output resulting
from previously entered commands. lor this reason programs linked to the input
processor will in general be constructed around a lumber of case statements
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driving program flow by means of the user input. In an environment supporting
and even encouraging interactive program development and use (such as the RSX11M or UNIX operating systems available on the PDP-11 computer series), such an
approach only seems natural»
On the other hand the input processor guards the program from any input
considered illegal at a certain point, ensuring that only correct input data are
available

for

further

program

execution.

Input

from

the user

which

is

inconsistent with program logic will be flagged by the input processor on
issuance of an informative error massage and a prompt for the correct type of
input.
The input processor may be divided into a syntax parser, an internal
"executive" and a set of routines forming the interface between the program and
the

package (compare fig.

1). These constituent

parts

will

be discussed

separately in the following sections.

2 THE PROGRAM INTERFACE

Input to the input processor mainly consists of

(verb-like) commands,

numbers (integer as well as floating point) and strings (enclosed in quotes). A
derived form of commands called "qualifiers" forms a fourth class of input.
Qjalif iers nust be preceded by a slash ("/") and are commonly used to nodify or
enhance a single command. By convention default values for qualifiers are always
provided. For storage reasons and because we mostly use strings for filename
parameters, in the currenL implementation the maxinura number of characters in a
string is set to 40. Strings are padded with blanks if less than this number of
characters are entered by the user.
The program-interface routines consist of an initialisation procedure (to
be invoked prior to any other procedure), a command-definition procedure and
five analogous procedures returning a coranand or qualifier index, an integer or
floating-point

number and a string, respectively. In the input processor a

command consists of

a command identifier

(a 10 character

associated command index as in:
type command » record
name

: packed array [1..10] of char;

index : integer
end;
66

string)

and an

-.

user
interface

i/o routines

command

directive

symbol

parser

n

expression
evaluator

II
executive

symbol fetch

Get-routines

def/rem
commandlist

def/rem
symbol

program
interface

main program

Fig. 1. A schematic overview of Che structure of Che P/CL Input processor. Principal information
f low is indicated by the arrows. This chiefly encompasses the request» f roa the main program for new
item» and the handling of user Input, and the definition or removal of a coaaand l i s t . Global
•ymbol-cable eleoents are usually defined during the first stage of the prograa. Fetching symbols
only occurs If the Input line Is parsed fron within the aaln prograa.

Because the processor nay be linked Co any program, Its set of commands is not
fixed but may be defined dynamically by means of the command-definition
procedure. This procedure transfers to the processor the l i s t of commands the
user may enter; the associated command index is returned on a subsequent call to
the Get-command procedure. If no command is entered or the command is not
present in the l i s t , this is flagged as an error and new input is requested by
the input processor. Commands may be stacked, i . e . new command l i s t s may be
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defined (and removed in a later stage) at any point in the program, a feature
which is heavily exploited for the definition of sub-commands. Only one set of
commands is operational at any time, however. Fbr qualifiers essentially the
same procedure holds.
Commands and qualifiers may be abbreviated to the minimal number of
characters needed to uniquely discriminate them. (Thus typing - and legibility generally decrease as experience with the program increases). The syntax of each
individual command line is laid out by the sequence of the Get-procedures
following the case selector; any mismatch between this sequence and the input
actually entered, again will result iu an error condition. Because the prompt
string is a parameter of the procedures, the user may be instructed by very
explicit messages as to which input is required. (In addition illegal input will
result in an error message).
Thus the command-driven program may look like:
InitialiseInputProcessor(* arguments * ) ;
(* set up command list *)
DefineCommandList(commandlist, numofcmds);
prompt := ' Command? *;
repeat
GetCommand(prompt, (* control structures, *) commandindex);
case commandindex of
1 : (* execute command 1 * ) ;
2 : (* execute command 2 * ) ;
(* etc. *)
99 : (* finish off * ) ;
end; (* case *)
until commandindex - 99 (* exit * ) ;

when command 1 would need two additional Integers the first case selector would
be followed by something like:

(* conmand 1 *)
prompt 1 :« • Integer 1:';
Getlnteger(promptl, (* control structures, *) i l )
prompt2 :- 'Integer2:';
Get Integer (prompt 2, (* control structures, *) 12);
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(* etc. *)
end; (* command 1 *)

A 'typical' conversation with the program could then Jook like (program
output is in bold face):

wrong input

testt
*** testt

repeat the line in error

Afcft unknowQ ooBHand

accompanied by a message

Gbaaand? $ show commands

try directive

data

initialise

restart

stop

test

tofile

start
aha

l e t ' s say that is command 1

(bnaand? test
Integer1: 12

so prompt for first integer

Integer2: 13.

and second integer

*** 13.
***

expected

try to be as specific
as possible

Integer2: 13
execution takes some time
Cbnaand?

ready for new command

Of course an experienced user may respond in a nuch faster fashion:

enter the entire line

(b—and? t 12 13
*** t

nobody is perfect

*** ooaaaod is not unique
Cboaand?

The "control structures" regulate such things as default

options and

values, the possibility for the user to "kill" a request for input, etc. Tb be
more specific, a set of options is transferred to the Get-procedure, where
options -

(default,

killrequest, e t c . ) .

This set provides the equilibrium

between user friendliness (the user is given the opportunity to choose from a
score of options to ...respond to the input request) and ease of Implementation
(each option in principle nust be handled by a separate piece of code).
In command mode no default option is necessary, nor is the possibility to kill
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the request because in general a legal exit way can be provided. If other less
flexible types of input are requested (numbers or strings) life may be made a
little easier for the user by providing default values for some or all of these
parameters, and an escape route may be supplied by enabling the "kill" option.
(This last option at the expense of some additional oode for the programmer).
For simple applications the empty set usually suffices, but the possibilities
are available.

Example:

prompt :«• 'Channel? ';
Getlnteger(prompt, [default, killrequest], defaultvalue,
loresult, returnvalue);
If ioresult « killrequest
then HandleKill
else (* go on with return value * ) ;

Note that If the user Indicates the use of the default (by entering a specific
symbol or a single carriage return) the return value is simply taken from the
value supplied by the procedure parameter. Fbr further ease of use the input
processor allows arithmetic and string expressions to be entered in response to
a request for a number or string.
All error messages pertaining to the package are located on a file. The
messages are indexed using a number preceding each message. The overhead in time
due to the access of the file in case of an error (which Is not a heavy penalty
due to the interactive nature of the package) is outweighed by the savings in
program space. In addition all messages may be changed easily (they could be
translated for example) and are readily available for documentation purposes.

3 THE EXECUTIVE

In addition to dynamically creatable conmand lists the input processor has
its own predefined set of commands (called "directives" to distinguish them from
"ordinary" commands). The directives form an integral part of the processor and
are therefore available in every program running under control of the processor.
They are interpreted by a part of the input processor called the "executive". To
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discriminate them from normal commands they mist be preceded by a dollar sign
("$") in user input; apart from that they use the same primitives for obtaining
supplementary user data as the other Get-routines. The directives implement
features which are (or should be) conraonly used In interactive programs and/or
are difficult to program if one has limited or no access to the internal data
structures of the input processor. They for instance enable command processing
from a file (using the $ INPUT directive followed by a file specifation) or
display all possible directives or the currently operational set of commands by
means of $ SHOW DIRECTIVES or $ SHOW COMMANDS (note the use of sub-commands in
the executive itself). Because all information

flow to and from the Get-

procedures runs through the executive, directives entered by the user may be
intercepted and interpreted every time a Get-procedure is called. Thus it is
possible to use the directives any time new input is requested. Because they
tend to be heavily used the directives are not defined by means of the definecommand

procedure

but are permanently accessible in a separate table. The

preceding dollar ensures the switch to this table.
Since external files may ba dynamically attached to (and detached from) a
Pascal file variable using an extended form of reset, the $ INPUT directive
simply resets the input file to the indicated external file, while simultaneously storing all information concerning the new file in an internal linked list of
File Control Blocks (FCB's). On encountering an end-of-file

(or a $ CLOSE

directive) the last FCB is removed from the list and the previous file is reopened using the information available in the FCB then on top of the list. In
this way an unlimited number of files may be opened recursively. If an error
occurs input is automatically reset to the user's terminal, although the FCB
list stays available for further processing.
An on-line help facility analogous to the HELP command in RSX-11M, is also
available in the form of $ HELP, tfiich directive shows parts of a separate text
file on the user's terminal. Following the directive, the input line is scanned
for further identifiers, each identifier specifying an additional layer of
information in the help file. The name of the help file is transferred by means
of the initialisation procedure. If the object about which help is requested is
a directive (i.e. the first identifier is preceded by a dollar sign), the
processor's own help file is opened and read.
A simple type of batch work in a running program is possible due to the
presence of

control

structures in the form of

a

$

IF <condition>

THEN

<executable-statement> and a $ GOTO directive. In this way the input processor
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may be used in a manner reminiscent of the use of a command-file interpreter (or
shell). On encountering the GOTO directive (which transfers command flow to a
numerical label) the current input file is reset and searched for the first
occurrence of the label. An error condition is raised if no label is found or if
the current file is interactive (a terminal).

4 LOCAL AND GLOBAL yApT4w.ES

The existence of an internal symbol table accessible by the user makes it
possible for him to declare abstract names referring to integer, floating point
or string values in a *sy analogous to the use of variables in a BASIC-like
language. These variables are strongly typed, i.e. they must be declared (by
means of the $ DECLARE directive) before being used, and assignments are only
possible between compatible types. (For assignments the $ LET directive is
present). Storage needed for the symbol table elements and their associated
values is created dynamically in order to circumvent the problems encountered
with fixed-length tables. Because the element values are also referenced by
means of a pointer it is possible to gain direct access to a global program
variable by assigning the address of this variable to the pointer. Procedures to
enter a name in the symbol table referencing a global variable are present in
the P/CL package. All user-defined symbol-table elements are referred to as
"local" in the package.
This we have:

type symboItabelement « record
name: packed array [1..10] of char;
scope: (local, global);
prev: + symboltabelenent;
caae kind: (int, float, str) of
int: (iptr: + Integer);
float: (rptr: + real);
str: (sptr: t string)

var element: + symboItabelement;
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For a "local" variable defined by means of the DECLARE directive

new (element);
EnterTable (name, element, local);
with element +
do case kind of
int: begin new (iptr); iptr t :» 0;
end;
(* etc. *)
end; (* case *)

For a "global" variable

new (element);
EnterTable (name, element, global);
with element t
do case kind of
int: iptr :» ref (globalint); (* assign address of variable *)
(* etc. *)
end; (* case *)

The possibility to access variables in the main program has proved to be a
useful tool for debugging purposes as well as for ordinary use.
Because command-, directive- and variable names may be the same (this
overlap is very likely because commands and directives may be abbreviated), the
syntax of command lines is context dependent. Upon encountering an identifier in
the command line either the current command list, the directive table or the
symbol table is searched f-<r a corresponding entry, depending on the position of
the identifier in the command line. We have tried to keep this ambiguity as
small as passible, and experience has shown that the number of errors thus made
is neglectable. It should be noted that a solution to this problem probably
would require a full specification of commands and directives by the user, which
in our opinion would imply a heavy infringement on the user friendliness of the
input processor.
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5 THE PARSER

The parser of the Input processor i s constructed in the same way as the
ones found in one-pass compilers I» 2 ) i . e . the input line is scanned for
specific character strings which form the language symbols of the processor
(identifiers, numerical constants, the assignment symbol ":=«", the comparison
symbols like ">=", etc.). Which table to look up in case an identifier i s
encountered, is laid out by the sequence of Get-procedures. Although there
exists a look-ahead of one character, mare i s not passible because the next
symbol may not be available yet in an interactive dialogue. Prompting for the
next symbol oust be postponed until the actual call to the Get-procedure has
been performed. In order to be able to reset the input scanner (e.g. in case of
default symbols) the entire input is copied before syntactic analysis takes
place. Because the parser forms a logically separate part of the input processor
it was possible to provide for additional interface routines enabling the
programmer to parse the input line at any desired level. A return to the five
main Get-routines i s possible at any moment during this parse.
In this way, for example, in number sequences a colon could be interpreted
as indicating a range of numbers, and the command line could be parsed for the
presence (or absence) of this symbol:
(* Parse a sequence of numbers nl[:n2] [nl'[:n2'] . . . ] *)
repeat
prompt 1 :=• 'Number: ' ;
Get Integer (proinptl, [default], 0, ioresult, i l ) ;
if ioresult <> default
then begin GetSymbol (symbol); (* symbols are declared in advance *)
If symbol • colon
then begin prompt2 :» 'Last n:
';
Getlnteger(prompt2, [ ] , 0 , ioresult, 12)
aid

else begin ResetScanner; (* of input processor *)
i2 :» i l (* set up a sequence of only one number *)
end;
AddSequence(il, 12); (* or whatever *)
end;
until ioresult - default;
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Of course error diagnostics (and recovery) are fully the responsibility of the
programmer when such a parse is executed.

6 CONCLUSIONS

After an i n i t i a l period of about one year in which minor as well as major
changes were made in the implementation, the input processor has now reached a
fairly stable phase for about the same period of time. It has been linked to at
least five medium to large-scale programs in the Nuclear Physics department of
our laboratory, ranging from an interactive plot editor to a nulti-process dataar.alysis program and has proven successful in a l l cases. Offering a wide range
of facilities to both implementor and end user the input processor enables the
programmer to concentrate on the algorithms of the new program, while making
life for the user a l i t t l e easier because, at least, the on-line help facilities
of all programs are the same. M>st important of a l l , i t prevents the wheel from
being re-invented over and over again in the action of guarding the end user
from a premature program abort due to the inadvertently typing of an "A" where,
really, a number was expected.
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2. The implementation of a multi-process
task on a minicomputer

H.F.R. Arclszewski and E.M. van Gasteren

The investigation in our Nuclear Physics department of the so-called
'quasi-continuous' energy region in rotational nuclei calls for the two-dimensional representation of coincidence data in the form of a correlation matrix
*» 2 ). At the time the research started, however, no software was available for
the analysis of such data. Therefore some effort had to be invested in the construction of new programs. In view of the large data structures an implementation on a mainframe oomputer (in our case a CDC Cyber 175) was considered.
This solution was rejected, however, on the basis of the absence of supporting
software needed for a fast implementation and for further analysis of the data
resulting from the matrix programs (e.g. spectra). The alternative was an implementation on a PDP 11/70, a solution forcing us to face severe memory constraints due to the limited virtual address space of this minicomputer. Because
of the necessary inclusion of a large number of library nodules, and the size of
the file buffers and array structures needed, trying to overlay a single task
image seemed a hard job to do from the start. The obvious solution to this
problem was to split the program in a number of seperate tasks, each performing
a certain operation on the data. The disadvantage in this case would be having
to use a seemingly non-homogeneous assortment of tasks, each needing a full
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specification on where to find the data, what exactly to do with them, and where
to put

the results. Some kind of cooperation between the tasks obviously was

called for. Ebr these reasons we decided on a set of largely independent processes running under control of a master process, where the sub-processes would
undertake the operations on the experimental data only and the master process
wjuld take care of the interface to the user and activate the sub-processes as
required.
Although the RSX-11M operating system on our computer offers only a limited
set of multi-process primitives, i t

is possible to construct an intermediate

layer of assembler routines which implement most of the necessary
Apart form this unevitable

functions.

low-level interface to the operating system,

all

software is written in Pascal. He have kept the communication part of the programs strictly separated from the other parts in order to be able to use the
communication package in other projects as well. Due to this nodular design and
to the fact that a l l assembler routines have a high-level interface, It should
be relatively

easy to transport

the package to another operating system or

computer, given the availability of at least some nulti-process primitives in
the new environment.
In the following we will discuss the organisation of the package and the
way it is used in our system. The suitability of the RSX-11M operating system
for nulti-processing will be commented upon.

2 PROGRAM ORGANISATION

Because the wish for an interactive program was one of the major design
principles, the multi-process task consists of a 'console' process, organised
around a general-purpose Input processor, and a lumber of sub-processes Inwked
by the console process to execute the command entered. The input
described elsewhere

3

processor,

) , had been developed separate from and prior to the n u l t i -

process software, and consists of a procedure package which can be easily linked
to any existing program. It takes care of mast of the user input and provides a
flexible

tool

to

implement a complicated

command-driven program. The avai-

lability of such an input-processor has greatly speeded up the construction of
the nulti-process

task. The console process itself

requesting execution of other processes by means of
system.
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Is an unprivileged

task,

calls to the operating
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In order to be able Co function properly, the package has a need for a
separate storage region where data pertaining to it can be accessed from all
processed connected. Moreover, the access nust be nutually exclusive for the
processes involved (this is an instance of what P. Brinch Hansen has coined a
nonitor [ref."*)]). Although a file could be used for this purpose, it is less
desirable because of the time disk I/O takes. Instead, use is made of the memory
mapping routines of the operating system. The memory management hardware of the
PDP-11 series of computers enables the partitioning of the 32 Kword address
space of a program in blocks of 4 Kwords each, which may be positioned noncontlguously in physical memory. Separate processes may map the same memory area
(i.e. the memory region is henceforth addressable as a part of the program's
virtual address space), in this way enabling the use of resident libraries and
the sharing of a common data pool (see fig. 1).
Upon activation the console process (by means of calls to procedures of the
communication package) will 'create' the coranrm region (i.e. will reserve the
neccesary memory) and initialise all variables pertaining to the communication
package. Newly activated processes will merely map the region, thus gaining
access to the data structures contained therein.
The access to the hardware mapping facilities of the machine as offered by
RSX-11M is excellent. As fas as we can tell there is no facility which is not
available to the (skilled) programmer.
All access to the variables of the connunication package is controlled by
the procedures of the package, copies of which are linked to every process of
the nulti-process system. Because only 1 Kwords of storage space is reserved for
the comnunication package the remaining 3 Kwords can freely be used by the
processes as additional space for the transfer of data. It) security provisions
exist for this part of the common region, although semapores can be used to lock
parts (or the whole) of the region from unwanted access. The procedures themselves make use of a singel semaphore to assure exclusive access to the data of
the package.
On this matter RSX-11M offers little support: it does not have anything
like process queues linked to a semaphore and the construction which comes
closest to a semaphore itself (a 'global event flag') is in principle accessible
from every active task in the system! Although setting and clearing of the event
flags is an indivisible operation, processes are not automatically blocked when
the flag is clear, for this reason we have to block the processes ourselves when
we find the flag already cleared (it should be noted here that, due to the
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Fig. 1. Symbolic representation of the aeoory facilities of the KSX-11H operating
ninlcoaputers.

on PDP-11

absence of a true semaphore, event flags in RSX-UM are used to signal a save
proceeding, that

i s : setting the flag indicates that the blocked process may

resume i t s execution). Upon setting of the flag, the operating system awakens
all tasks waiting for the flag. Unnecessary to say that a rush on the event flag
ensues, and to the best one the spoils may f a l l .

Apart from these annoying

features there is the fact that only 32 global event flags are available, part
of which are> used by the operating system itself. A new release will fix this
last problem by introducing event flags which are only accessible from within a
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group of tasks, hut the total lack of a clean implementation of a semaphore will
s t i l l be felt

painfully.

ALthough RSX-11M allows for the sending and receiving of

(small-sized)

messages between processes, virtually a l l data transmission between our processes runs through the shared region, eliminating system overhead and allowing
larger data transport.

3 ACTIVATION OF PROCESSES

The comnunication package allows for the start-up of new processes in tw>
ways. The f i r s t , analoguous to a procedure c a l l , will spawn the new process in a
sequential

way,

i.e.

will

block the initiating

process u n t i l the

offspring

process has terminated. The parent process will then resume execution. In this
node of operation i t

is possible to transfer argument l i s t s to and from the

offspring process. The second method will start up the offspring process concurrently (fork),

i.e.

both processes will run together independently from each

other. Although i t is possible to prepare an argument l i s t for the newly activated process, further comnunication will have to depend on the exchange of messages

between

the

processes.

Synchronisation

is always possible in this way,

however. With either method a fatal error condition occurs when the process
attempting to map the region finds i t

is not present in the system. All pro-

cesses are initiated by calls to the operating system. Because a full

task-file

specification is allowed in the procedure c a l l , task images may reside in any
directory. Even processes which do not map the shared region could in principle
be started up in this way (although we do not employ this possibility).
Once again RSX-HM does not offer clean solutions to this aspect of multiprocessing. Although there exist primitives to i n i t i a t e a process from whithin
another process, i t

is not possible to transfer an argument l i s t

sparant way. furthermore these methods are only allowed for
cesses (that
editor,

is,

in a tran-

'installed'

pro-

processes which are part of the operating system like the

the librarian,

e t c . ) . Therefore we have to employ the clumsy way of

setting up a command line for the system command interpreter (MCR) and offering
it

to the same interpreter. The command line will instruct the system to load

the specified task image into msnory and execute i t .

Fbr this reason result

codes from the routine accomplishing this command-line transfer partially apply
to the successful transfer itself and not to the actual activation of the pro-
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cess. further notions from the part of the operating system concerning parentand offspring tasks do not seem well thought out either, unfortunately. It i s
possible, however, to either wait for the spawned task to finish or to continue
execution in a concurrent fashion.
All processes are identified by their name, which i s the same as the process identifier used by the operating system. In the current implementation this
name equivalence (although enforced by the package) i s necessary only when using
the send/receive mechanism of the operating system. It could be easily circumvented using an additional level of indirection between internal identification
and process name.
Within the package each process i s assigned a 'Process Control Block'
(PCB), consisting minimally of the name of the process and a link to another
process oontrol block. To avoid the need for cumbersome garbage collection, a
l i s t of free PCB's i s maintained in the shared region, reducing the procedure of
distribution and retrieval of PCB's to the simple rearrangement of some pointers. Besides the process name and the link, a process control block contains
status information and, for debugging purposes, an entry describing the lastly
entered procedure. This entry i s updated using two procedures from the package
and, although introducing some overhead, has proved to be a valuable tool in the
testing stage of the implementation of the package as well as of the actual
matrix programs.
Argument l i s t s

between processes are transferred by means of

'Message

Blocks'. A l i s t of free message blocks, one of which may be requested at any
time, i s kept in the shared region for this purpose. Prior to the initiation of
a process a message block intended for transfer w i l l be allocated and f i l l e d
with integer, floating point or string arguments in any desired sequence. Hie
operation of the 'put' procedure i s neatly matched to the I/O routines of the
input processor

3

) so that activation of a new process amounts to the sequence:

AllocateMessageblock (myid, mymsgblock);
Getlnputargument((*paramterlist, *) argl);

(*from user*)

PutArguraent (myid, mymsgblock, argl);
Getlnputargiment ((*parameterlist, *) arg2);
PutArguraent (myid, mymsgblock, arg2);
(*etc.*)

CallProcess (processname, taskinagefilename, mymsgblock, (*other args*));
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The exact procedure calls depend on the actual argument types, i.e. there is one
get/put procedure for each type, integer, real or string (no generic procedures
are possible in Pascal). The maximum capacity of a message block is about 200
bytes, which is irore than sufficient for mast purposes. Although linked message
blocks or variable-sized blocks would in principle be possible, the current
implementation does not support either of these. The access rights to a message
block are secured using the process identifier (the variable 'myid' in the
example above); the package automatically takes care of the necessary readjustment of these access rights upon transfer of the message block. Once again
this only concerns the changing of one field in the message block. The newly
activated process is returned a process identifier and a pointer to the relevant
message block (if present) upon mapping the shared region. All parameters in the
message block may be read using a set of routines complementary to the ones
described above. For security reasons a consistency check on the right access
sequence of the parameters is performed. When all parameters are retrieved the
message block is released:

MapReglon (myname, regionid, myid, mymsgblock, (*other args*));
GetArgument (myid, mymsgblock, argl);
GetArgument (myid,raymsgblock,arg2)j
<*etc.*)
ReleaseMsgblock (myid, mymsgblock);

4 H E SEND/RECEIVE MECHANISM

For communication and synchronisation, concurrently running processes make
use of the send/receive mechanisms of RSX-11M, augmented by a wait state of the
processes involved. The message mechanism of the operating system allows for 26
byte messages to be exchanged between processes. If the receiving process is not
ready yet to receive the message, the packet will be queued by the operating
system for later retrieval. On the other hand the receiving process will be
blocked if no message has been queued by the time the request for the message is
made. The sending process will unblock (awake) the receiving process upon transmission of the message. Because in our system the message mechanism is mainly
used for synchronisation and simple control purposes, the 26 bytes available for
the packets in general suffice. Should the required data transmission exceed
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this storage space, the message may reference a message block In the shared
region, filled by the routines described in the previous section.
The mechanism of sending and receiving massages in RSX-11M is a mixture of
well-thought-out features and strange restrictions. Whereas the notion of queues
obviously (and beneficially) has penetrated, the idea of waiting for a message
until i t is sent apparently has occurred only in a later stage to the implementors because a routine accomplishing this feat has only recently been added.
That i t

indeed concerns an afterthought

is made clear by the fact that, upon

resuming, the task is informed of the fact that a message has arrived, but that
the actual message has to be retrieved by a renewed call to the receive-data-orstop

routine,

furthermore

the

sending process

has to

unblock

the

waiting

process, an action which in our opinion should be taken by the operating system.
The (arbitrary?) restriction of the message size to 26 bytes s t i l l leaves
us puzzled, especially because in an upgraded version of the operating system
(RSX-11M PLUS) this restriction has been alleviated, at the expense of adding
again some routines to the already overwhelming variety of operating system
directives accomplishing not precisely that what you would like them to (take
for example the implementation of 'semaphores' or the existence of three subtly
differing stop-states in RSX-11M).

5 SUPERVISORY PROCESSES

Since processes may be aborted die to run-time errors and therefore may
leave dangling pointers in the shared region, or even may corrupt

the data

structures contained therein prior to abortion, a separate process is available
for on-line patching of
described in ref.

3

the tables. Also making use of the input

processor

) , this 'supervisory' process offers almost unlimited access

to a l l data in the common region. In this way process control blocks and message
blocks may be freed for further use, semaphores may be unlocked, and so on. The
supervisor, as this

process has been dabbed, also enables testing of newly

developed programs by supplying a mechanism by which these processes may be
arbitrarily loaded into memory. In principle the same procedure call i s used as
in a l l other fork operations, but the process name and task-image file specification are supplied by the user of the supervisor process. Should the process
need an argument l i s t , a message block may be prepared in advance.
A second auxilary process, the display process, which is started up through
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che supervisor process, offers a second by second dynamic overview of the shared
region. A large part of
displayed,

showing

the t a b l e s t r u c t u r e s of

which

message

blocks

are

the communication package

being used,

the

state

is

of

the

semaphores and, most important, the current s t a t e of a l l processes mapped onto
the region.

Because t h i s

includes

information

being executed in the active processes,
insight

about the procedures

currently

the s t a t u s display provides valuable

into the performance of the n u l t i - p r o c e s s t a s k . Besides t h a t ,

informa-

tion about the l a s t procedure entered in an aborted process w i l l i n most cases
be a v a i l a b l e .

6 CONCLUSIONS

The configuration
console process,

presently

taking care of

I n l t l a t a b l e sub-processes

in use at

our

laboratory

the user i n t e r f a c e ,

is

composed of

and eleven

a

independently

( t o t a l l i n g about 250 Kwords of memory), supplemented

by the general-purpose supervisor and display processes. Although in
most processes could run concurrently, nost of them are activated

principle

sequentially

to avoid too heavy a system load. In p r a c t i c e the combination of a

flexible

command processor and a set of processes, each performing a c e r t a i n operation,
has proved to be q u i t e successful.

Adding a new feature presents hardly more

work than adding a new subroutine, while offering the very d i s t i n c t advantage of
having the f u l l 28 Kwords address space of a new pro.cess at o n e ' s d i s p o s i t i o n (4
Kwords are needed for

the

shared r e g i o n ) ,

overlayed tasks and subsequent

loss of

eliminating

the need for

heavily

performance. The separate command pro-

cessor offers a sophisticated user interface without claiming any address space
in

the

sub-processes,

which

therefore

can e a s i l y

accomodate the large

data

buffers needed to handle the correlation matrices.
M>re generally speaking, the present implementation has proved that

reaso-

nably modern concepts concerning process-process communication can be programmed,
in a high-level language which i s not primarily suited for such a purpose, p r o vided some low-level primitives are a v a i l a b l e . Although we are very aware of the
weak points of our implementation, we are l e f t no choice u n t i l a r e a l l y s u i t a b l e
high-level language (and operating system) becomes a v a i l a b l e . Mjdula
successor

tfcdula-2

6

) , Concurrent

Pascal "•) or

5

) and i t s

the new super language Ada

7

)

i n s t a n t l y come to mind, but they are e i t h e r not available (Ada) or nare or l e s s
biased towards an educational viewpoint. Although t h i s l a s t bias does not need
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to

prove

fatal

(Pascal

Itself

is

an

excellent

example),

an

additional

disadvantage is the fact that the languages generally are built around their own
selfsupporting kernel.

It

is this last

fact which makes them hard to use in

environments which have received a large investment in time and coding based
upon their particular demands (in laboratories these will usually be RT-11 or
RSX-ilM on PDP-11 processors or similar configurations). In our opinion what the
UP coranuntty would need row is a high-level language compiler (or pre-processor)
which would encompass multi-process primitives and would translate these into
pri.iiiti.ves of
efficiency.

the !v>st operating system, even at the price of

some loss in

In tlu=> way the transfer to the new generation of operating systems

«id compilers wh'ch truly take advantage of a l l nodern concepts about n u l t i pDcess eo.ratun icd-iljns may be somewhat smoothed. It is hoped that the previous
discussion

has

siuwn at

least

the

feasibility

processor.
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Samenvatting

Zware-Ionenbundels, 3Dals die worden geproduceerd in Van de Graaff versnellers
of cyclotrons, vormen een middel bij uitstek voor het onderzoek van kerntoestanden
toet een hoog impulsmoment. Dit is met name het geval als er sprake is van een fusieverdampingsreactie. In dit type reactie wordt alleen een klein deel aan (kinetische)
energie en impulsmoment weggedragen door uitgezonden lichte deeltjes (protonen,
neutronen

en/of

alphadeeltjes), terwijl

het

emissieproces

op

een

tijdschaal

plaatsvindt die lang genoeg is om de samengesmolten kern een toestand van evenwicht
te hebben laten bereikt. Op deze manier zal een energetisch hoog aangeslagen kern
overblijven, in een toestand met een groot impulsmoment dat voornamelijk loodrecht
op de bundelrichting zal staan. Voor lichte kernen is het onderzoek van het verval
van zulke toestanden via uitzending van ganmastraling een vertrouwde methode voor de
studie van deze 'hoge-spin' toestanden. Voor de zwaardere kernen (bijvoorbeeld in
het gebied van de

'zeldzame aarden') wordt deze techniek eveneens steeds meer

toegepast bij het onderzoek, van hoge-spin toestanden. Waar de structuur van lichte
kernen redelijk jped begrepen kan worden in termen van het 'schillenmodel', vertonen
de zwaardere kernen meestal een collectieve structuur die bijvoorbeeld weerspiegeld
wordt in het rotationele karakter van de toestanden in deze kernen. In de laatste
paar jaar heeft het onderzoek aan de hoge-spin toestanden van deze rotationele
kernen zich toegespitst op de onregelmatigheden in deze rotationele structuur, met
name op het verschijnsel dat 'terugbuiging1 (backbending) is genoemd. De naam van
dit verschijnsel (dat waargenomen is in meerdere kernen) verwijst naar het 'terug
buigen' van de kromme die men verkrijgt als men het traagheidsnoment van de kern
uitzet tegen het kwadraat van de hoeksnelheid. Het wordt veroorzaakt door een
plotselinge verandering van het traagheidsmoment. Deze abrupte verandering in een
grootheid waarvan men zou verwachten dat hij constant bleef, of hooguit vloeiend zou
veranderen, kan verklaard worden door het parallel brengen van het impulsmoment van
een of meer deeltjes aan de rotatie-as. Hoofdstuk 1 beschrijft twee gamma-gamma
coïncidentie experimenten aan dicht bij elkaar liggende kernen die dit verschijnsel
duidelijk vertonen. Het eerste experiment, gedaan met het cyclotron van het KVI te
Groningen,

betreft

een onderzoek van

167

Hf

en

168

Hf,

terwijl in het

tweede

experiment, verricht aan het cyclotron van de universiteit van Leuven in louvain-laNeuve,

170

W en

171

W werden onderzocht.

'Cranked shell-model' berekeningen beschrijven de even-even kernen
170

168

Hf en

W redelijk goed, zowel ten aanzien van de terugbuighoeksnelheden als van de
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toename, van parallel gericht impulsmoment. Voor de kernen met een oneven aantal
neutronen laten de berekeningen op de juiste manier zien dat er ten gevolge van het
Pauli effect, geen terugbuiging plaats vindt bij dezelfde hoeksnelheden als in de
even-even kernen en wordt bij wat hogere hoeksnelheden de toename van parallelle
oriëntatie van impulsmomenten correct voorspeld.
Naast het gedrag van deze rotationele kernen bij deze hoge hoeksnelheden is er
grote belangstelling voor wat er gebeurt

bij nog groter impulsmoment waar de

toestanden zo dicht op elkaar liggen dat overgangen tussen deze toestanden niet
langer gescheiden kunnen worden. De experimenten «orden erg bemoeilijkt door het
feit dat bij deze toestanden hoog in de kern gammaverval langs een groot aantal
parallelle cascades plaatsvindt, wat op zijn beurt weer resulteert in vele zwakke
overgangen die experimenteel niet meer opgelost kunnen worden. Daarenboven bevinden
deze

zwakke overgangen

zich op

een

hoge

achtergrond

van

Cbmpton-verstrooide

garamastraling. Voor een eerste-orde correctie van deze achtergrond is een methode
ontstaan die berust op puur statistische gronden. Hsofdstuk 2 beschrijft een nieuwe
methode voor de correctie van de data die de experimentele oorsprong van de
achtergrond in rekening brengt.
In hoofdstuk 3 wordt een totaal verschillend gebied van de kernfysica bekeken,
namelijk lage-spin toestanden in lichte kernen rond A = 26. Zoals reeds werd
opgemerkt

geven schillenroodelberekeningen

kernen. De aandacht

heeft

zich onlangs

een redelijke beschrijving van lichte
gericht op

26

A1 omdat een schat aan

experimentele gegevens beschikbaar is w o r deze kern en uitgebreide vergelijkingen
met berekeningen daardoor mogelijk zijn. Ondanks het grote aantal gegevens ontbreekt
er toch nog experimentele informatie, met name bij wat hogere excitatie-energieën
(hoger dan ongeveer 6 MeV). Hoofdstuk 3 beschrijft een onderzoek van de isobarische
buurkern
26

26

Mg, die directe informatie verschaft over de T » 1 analoge toestanden in

A1. Een één-deeltjes (d,p) overdrachtsreactie werd ondernomen met de Van de Graaft

tandem versneller in Utrecht bij een deuteronenergie van 14 MsV. Dit soort reactie
Is een gevoelige manier om onderscheid te maken tussen mogelijke spins en pariteiten
van de eindtoestanden van de gevormde kern. Spectroscopische factoren konden bepaald
worden voor vele niveaus tot aan een excitatie-energie van 8 MeV. Bovendien konden
er verscheidene nieuwe spintoekenningen «orden gedaan in het gebied tussen 6 en 8
MeV excitatie-energie. De experimenteel bepaalde spectroscopische factoren vergeleken met resultaten van schillenmodelberekeningen In de volledige s-d schil
vorraen een gedetailleerde test voor de gevonden golffuncties.
Hoewel sommige mensen het er niet mee eens aouden zijn, zouden we kunnen
stellen dat de computer, of beter gezegd de programmatuur die erop draalt, een even
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waardevol stuk gereedschap warmt w o r de kernfysica als de experimentele apparatuur
(zoals detectoren en electronica). Het correctleprogramma beschreven in hoofdstuk 2
is

een mooi Troorbeeld van

zo'n programmatisch

verscheidene andere programma's zijn gebruikt
cidentiedata,

verdienen

de

meeste

ervan

stuk gereedschap. Ofschoon er

bij de analyse van de y—y coïn-

geen

uitgebreide

beschouwing.

Twee

gereedschappen die werden benut in alle andere programma's echter, «orden wat nader
bekeken in de appendices, omdat ze van genoeg algemeen belang zijn w)or een ieder
die een ingewikkeld data-analyseprogramma ontwerpt. Ze omvatten een invoer-verwerker
TOor

algemeen

gebruik,

en

een

nu lti-verwerkingspakket

dat

de

verschillende

analyseprogramma's toestaat om te communiceren en er een gedeelde gegevensopslag op
na te houden.
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jaar tot een period tyebben qemaakt waar i \ met bjfeotiiïer veel flezier op
ierua k/j^_. üevens geeA ik 30 alle *msbarifor$* tie qeleqenheiS (weereens)
na. te gaan. hoeveel mensen er eiaentüt^ betrokken, zijn. bji het maken van een.
boekje, van een formaat waar Se qemièföe&e brooSschrwer in zijn eentje eei£
•paar maanSjes voor uit treint (ijet zalde tywliteit wel zjün...)ZSn Ze eerste plaat* U> Taar natuxirïfik. niïtn promotor, professor

£ri$b, 5ie rnjj op het oniïercoerp van \[et laatste ty><Jj5stul^ tyeqïtgeuezeti/ en oviens encyclopedische azheuaen van onschatbare waariïe isge.weesb bij tyet in elkaar passen van h~e. SxrnfysCsche leapuzzle. tt} Kri"
tische apmrkimm
?Mn het yroeJjchfft veel ten aoefie. qekmen, zywel
wat de, fysische als Je arammaücate kpnt betreft;.
3foewel u/e. fyet niet vaak^ terts waren over Se rïchixna waarin ik^
njoest gaan, Irjeb \ iïesatniettemin. veel opaesto^n van 6 e r €melbertlnl(j
waarvoor
waarvoor Zank
^ene Jfemermans zou dit pnef&chrift er niet zijn, zo simpel
ïat. fieStttkt, Hgnd, voor alle beaelei&ina en steun, wetenschappelijk., spiritueel, sociaal, op welk vlak. fan ook^.
&/lte antiere stekeen. worden op dat plaats eveneens belanQ voor hyn
steun op 3e achterarm.
c#et qame zou ik pnftssoir Gkwfcirpns willen
beüanken voor diens steun^ in een i/oor rrm moeilijke tüo" tij het tut sbqijS Iqmen
van Zit pnej^süirjn,, en 3(laas van Her $>°ra Sife mn er van overtuiab~e

fat tyet 5e n^ocjfe uiaatb au. lijn.
CMMYI

speciale $an{ aaat uit naar ytrofassor "Vervier vanZe katholieke

universiteit te -few/en,

die ons verscheidene malen aastvrTthtifi verleenSè

in -[ouu/ain-la-ófeuve. 3k aeloof- Sat ik wel «wfl stellen Sat h samenuierkim

heel jjretfcüa is verlopen voor ah rrjensen van onze k&nt. fnrt&sor l/er-

vier heeft me in elk. ae\i<A laten zien Sat het qeuicht van een ynfessor
VolSoenïe k om een anti- Gomytonschiilï van ajij 4*o ka in eyenu/i'dd ie
tyuZ&i.

dfatuurïak. worSen alle tmnsen van 5c ïrie aniïere instituten Zie

b~i 5e experimenten, betroki^en^ waren,

eveneens beSank^ voor hun sa-

vnenuizrkina •. (Martin Ze Ttoiat van het JQtJ, T^obert janssen^, cMarie&}nne Van diove en Robert Blolxmann van Se VCL en cMarl^ Sfuyse en.
GerafS -Chersomeau. van 5e 3(üL,

tezamen

met Se stof- van fet cydo-

tmn in -{x>u.vair)-la-<)leuiie.
ai l mTm (o«J-) colteqa's verdienen^ natuurlijk, cveneen^ een vermetiïna
op Heze Vlaak :

elettronka.- aoochjtlaar en cAitxanütr van. üorSiaanse

coax-kjuwens 3ienri f4art$, wiens anti-ComptonschUffen van. xo'n grote
waarEe voor nvjn uier{ arijn qewieest.

Caret van 5er "Voel 5ïe aeprobeerh"

Iqeefb m\ wat nabuurkunZe bT\ te brenq&i, en Tiïck. Scherpenxel Sie het^efcfSe. trachttB te beuierkstelliaen wat betrqrb pnarammerer^. Be/5cn
niet wisselend succes, vreet i t . -€vert jar[€ver$

Jie attub" ktaarstonZ

voor eeri SisatssJe over swniax, semewfia^ of (proqranwna- \ fo
en rnli altifö, iot nfim. antte &<{&**§, uit Je ruimte bües in 5e
kan u verzekeren, weiniae)

ureq Sie we haSSen Votr rnlnïer uraerfte

promoveren. Cb/is van -€nqelen Jie mij Heknitjef- op het
r ^ - ) po$ braent en miï vervotaens (ist ons beider schrikj)
Se beainseien van een. öeeltiesüeiecfcr moest bnbrenaen,
Ibakkyn^ Sie Ik vtrvojsxm
Slechte, p a & n ) .

op hei sut^yd

en -Erik.

bnuAfc (en cp wel meer

$ e hulp van Smit jBafcJgui^ tenslotte., bn fo

schiilenrnoSetberekeninaen Sie ons beiSer aedutS zo zwaar a> $e pn
shelter}, wordt era op pnjsjesfel^

ool^al liet ik. Sat niet altiïiS

<Uai[ 5e kant van Se kunstmatiaz intetüaentie worSt

\

6LSNAR. ( vie ïkjtmuuiervi enkele stellingen ter overpeihxina aanbeveel)
beSankt voor het aanleveren van een l^eel rjituw SP6CTR6 systeem,
boordevol met 4«|S/ -features en een rjeleboel njoote syntax&etnenten,
er[ fim Znaeneaeren voor atlt opbeurende conversaties in <5e woeoe
uurtjes, en alle betaaltgarten,
miuurljjk"Van Se. shiSenten heeft €5 van S-asterer^ mn vaortSurenS proberen
te leren om ie pnarammeren in een hoaere pnararnmeertaal oiscf- het
een assembleertnal beirqf- ( woé rjem niet getukt i's ) en daarnaast my
-tij? qewnSen om 5e appendices ie helpen schrijven, jasper Jfaoester is
deaene S e verantwoortielnk kan worfcn qestelf voer aAe fouien in hM&stuk. 2 . oétszieti laar vat ió het een pietixqe satnentverkinq qeu/eest.
~Van Se cmSete studenten noem ik. met name 'Paul Cmaen, voor 5iens hulp
in Jpuvain-la-dfeuve en fes enötoMiiaste samenuierkMa in het aUuzmeen.
Biet 'taapr personeel" wordt vrienSehik bedankt voer fo aa&e samenwerkina en. h vriendelijke, opvam. $®£ Stmsters, 3fen^ JCensernaekgre e^
Johrj van fcr Huit Voor hei laten^ ïraaien van onze- overmaatse kcf^moler^
vooral in tie laatste u/ekèn ben £e shikign banS ons om oe oren vbaen,
oiSrl (Michieiseh voor a/te trefytaatjes, met nanje Se beruchte bariunjvkatjes ( ze oxyfcren waaru bn staat \, en het verhuizen laarvan
naar Se exci-ftnaes. Ofico van ?wol, Jan SoZaar en 3Dc>J<.3a% voor
Se-technische assistentie en 3e fameraaSschappefijke hulp fte er alfub" was
als ik hew£ noSia hal". cMün speciale 5o«t Mat naar Üónrn vanden3rinl^
voor Sews onbaatzudrtiqe. beaeleidina op Se msfas naar 3eL\ie, en het
opbouwen en. oo\(\AW afbreken van 5e liane b"e vaisseau, aldaar (en.
Sat apt Se -fctnse slaai).
óp 5c electronic^,- afbelina ojorkn (Amoz
•Sfeiaj/ 'Jr'cts Sepfe e*. Jfcy óskamp beSankt voer hun aecficif en volharlaa. 3lu<jo ïe 1/ries belank. fJkL niet zolana ik aeen rcyattits heb ontVanazn.
HfenSy "Jhkpr en (Monique 3bki(g. wrlen eveneens beSankt voor hun
aedulb" en volharSinq, ïitrnaal voor Ifjet intikken van het rtjanuscript en,
van Se vele. correcties en correcties op correcties Sie telkens weer vojal~en.
"Vooral (Monique is Se laatste paar rrpantien een qmte deun qeweest met

haar vele opbeurende opmerfciwaen. Qiit 3o&, fyoewel ovemelopen, wrSt
ty
befanty, aemai^, tornaar.
€n,

last but not least,

is laar Se spil waar het \<At- lab om heen

haait -. "onzz" ko^iüufrouu) <6jaan van 3 m ^ e n / die1 er voor zorq&e
S er voortduren!) een kan -thee klaarstonS, zelfe $ immens.

Zltredfi,

6 juni
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Over de schrijver

De schrijver van dit proefschrift werd in 1955 te Vlissingen geboren. Na het
behalen van het HBS-B diploma aan de Rijksscholengemeenschap "Scheldemond" aldaar
begon hij in 1972 aan de studie in de natuurkunde aan de Rijksuniversiteit in
Utrecht. In 1975 werd het kandidaatsexamen

(cum laude) afgelegd, In 1979 het

doctoraalexamen in de experimentele natuurkunde (eveneens cum laude) met bijvakken
wiskunde en theoretische natuurkunde. Het experimentele werk tijdens de doctoraalstudie werd verricht bij de vakgroepen vaste stof en kernfysica, terwijl hij tevens
gedurende twee jaar bij het voorkandidaats natuurkunde werkcollege assisteerde. De
samenwerking met de vakgroep kernfysica werd na het behalen van het doctoraalexamen
voortgezet toen hij als wetenschappelijk assistent bij de universiteit in dienst
kwam. Ook het workandidaats

werkcollege

zag hem terug als assistent

iu deze

periode. De universiteit stelde hem in 1980 in staat deel te nemen aan de zomerschool over

"Nuclear

Structure" in Dronten. Daarnaast

bezocht hij de DPG-NNV

conferenties in Hamburg en Minster.
In zijn vrije tijd houdt hij zich bezig met lezen, tekenen, koken (noodgedwongen) en windsurfen, terwijl hij een fervent D&D aanhanger is. (bmputerspelletjes
hebben zijn workeur boven "nuttige" programma's.
Sinds april 1984 is hij werkzaam bij het LEOK-TNO in Oegstgeest.

\

Stellingen behorende bij het proefschrift
Investigation of the rotational nuclei 167,168ffi g^ 170 471 w
and the shell-aodel m d e u s

26

Hg.

1. Het wordt van steeds groter belang dat theoretisch kernfysisch onderzoek, zich
richt op modellen waarin de gemiddelde-veld benadering verlaten Is.

2.

Een sluitend bewijs voor het optreden van incomplete fusie kan verkregen worden
door de snelheid van de elndkernen in coïncidentie met lichte projectielfragmenten te meten.

3.

Door de werkzame doorsnede voor deuteronemlssie van zware-ionen reacties bij
hoge energie te vergelijken met de werkzame doorsnede van gecorreleerde protonemissie kan nagegaan worden of de emissie van 2 He clusters verantwoordelijk is
voor de waargenomen correlaties, of dat de correlaties informatie verschaffen
over de afmetingen van een "hot spot" op de eindkern.
S.E. Kbonln, Phys. Lett. 70B (1977) A3,
W.G. Lynch, Phys. Rev. Lett. 51 (1983) 1850,
M. Biyajima, Phys. Lett. 132B (1983) 299.

4.

Gezien het feit dat de markante valleistructuur in een y-y coïncidentie matrix
voornamelijk het gevolg is van discrete overgangen, zou het de moeite waard zijn
deze intensiteiten te verwijderen uit de matrix om na te gaan of de achtergrond
nog enige structuur bezit.

5.

Bij de bepaling van de breedte van scherpe resonanties in inverse (p,y) reacties
lijkt het erop dat de Dopplerverbreding ten gevolge van de thermische beweging
In de trefplaat veelal over het hoofd wordt gezien.
H. Damjantschitsch et al., Hiel. Instr. and Meth. 218 (1983) 129,
W.A. Lanford, Hiel. Instr. and ïfeth. 149 (1978) 1.

6.

De nauwkeurigheid waarmee de breedte van de (p, a) resonantie van het 12.530 MeV
niveau in 1 6 0 wordt gegeven door Leavitt et al. lijkt niet In overeenstemming
met de data.
R.A. Leavitt et al., Miei. Phys. M 1 0 (1983) 93.

\

7.

In "klassieke" y-y coïncidentie-experimenten kan de piek-achtergrond verhouding
aanzienlijk worden verbeterd door toepassing van de correctiemethode voor y-y
correlatie matrices zoals beschreven in hoofdstuk 2 van dit proefschrift.

8. De gevoeligheid
van de analyse van
sporenelementen
in bijvoorbeeld
halfgeleiders, kan met de techniek van versneller-massaspectrometrle, in
combinatie met een geanalyseerde primaire bundel in de ionenbron, met enige
ordes van grootte verbeterd worden.

9.

Het rut van commentaar bij computer programma's is ook maar betrekkelijk in de
zin dat alleen aangegeven wordt wat het programma 'verondersteld wordt te doen,
niet wat het in werkelijkheid doet.

10. Gezien het tempo waarin gestructureerde taalelementen In FORTRAN worden
geïntroduceerd, is het niet te optimistisch te veronderstellen dat tegen het
einde van de negentiger jaren deze taal alle gewenste structuren zal bevatten.
Het is waarschijnlijk wel te optimistisch te veronderstellen dat hij tegen die
tijd verdwenen zal zijn.

11. Bij de huidige generatie tekstverwerkers wordt te veel over het hoofd gezien dat
secretaresses ook intelligentie bezitten.

12. De sterke correlatie In aanmerking nemend tussen het aantal ooievaars en het
aantal geboorten in Nederland, Is het merkwaardig te constateren dat de
katholieke kerk nog geen stappen heeft ondernomen om de ooievaarspopulatte weer
te doen toenemen.

13. Een stelling trapt ook alleen maar een open deur in.

H.F.R. Arciszewski
6 jani 1984

